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Ramping Up Solar 
Manufacturing in India

The government must focus on creating demand and 
not just supply-side incentives or protectionist policies, 

stakeholders suggest
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The CEA’s latest Load 
Generation Balance Report 
expects the Eastern region to 
face a deficit of 2.6% during the 
year while the rest of the country 
enjoys surplus generation

The corporation disbursed 
₹4.4 billion to solar and wind 
generators, representing 63% 
of SECI’s total payments during 
the month

The government must focus 
on creating demand and not 
just supply-side incentives 
or protectionist policies, 
stakeholders suggest

Though the figures were the lowest 
in nearly six years, there was a 
bright side. Nearly 70% of the new 
power capacity additions came 
from solar and wind in the first half 
of 2020

Researchers have stressed the 
need to recycle silicon in solar 
panels after the end of their 
life span and also access the 
environmental and economic 
costs of the recycling process

India’s overall installed power 
capacity also rose slightly to 
372.9 GW during the quarter, up 
from about 372.1 GW in Q1 2020

All projects commissioned 
before June 30, 2023, would 
be eligible for the waiver for 
25 years from their date of 
commissioning

28
Strict RPO 
Enforcement 
Critical to Expand 
Manufacturing

POLICY

As the government shifts gear 
towards the expansion of India’s 
manufacturing capacity, strict 
enforcement of RPO assumes 
greater significance for the 
timely realization of India’s 
renewable targets
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According to the DISCOM, with 
falling prices of solar and wind 
along with the incentives, there 
is no healthy competition, and it 
adversely affects the DISCOMs

As per the data released by the 
central government’s PRAAPTI 
portal, the outstanding dues to 
renewable generators increased 
to ₹8.4 billion by the end of June 
2020

The benefit of net metering is 
usually restricted to 1 MW. For 
bigger capacities, companies 
ought to go for open access 
that comes with its own sets of 
challenges and inconsistencies

The freedom to buy and sell 
electric vehicles without pre-
fitted batteries might give the 
Indian market that final push it 
needed to set on its own path

The funding market has remained 
subdued this year on account of 
the pandemic that has caught the 
global economy off-guard, and the 
solar industry was no exception.

Minimizing operational costs is of 
prime importance for companies 
in these unprecedented times. 
The ongoing crisis has also led 
to a renewed interest in solar 
technology to avail cheaper power

Mercom interviewed Jaideep 
Mukerji, CEO, Smart Power India, 
to get a nuanced understanding 
of the change in power demand 
and supply situation as seen in 
rural areas during this period and 
the underlying factors. 

This is a list of major tenders 
and auctions from July. A 
comprehensive list can be 
found on Mercom’s Tender and 
Auction Tracker and Alerts.
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Foreword
ccording to the recent report released 
by Mercom, Solar capacity additions 
declined steeply in Q2 2020 with just 
205 MW installed, an 81% decline 

compared to 1,090 MW installed in Q1 2020. 
Installations were down by 86% YoY compared to 
1,510 MW added in Q2 2019. 

Considering the lockdown has been lifted in 
phases in states, supply chain disruptions, and 

workforce shortages due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, most solar 
projects scheduled for commissioning have been delayed and slipped into the 
later quarters with a possibility of moving to next year. 

While solar component imports, especially from China, have stabilized, 
supply chain logistics within the country has been hampered. The workforce 
for projects under construction has not returned to the pre-COVID levels. 
The onset of monsoons and social distancing norms have seriously affected 
the speed of construction. The tender and auction activity also slowed down 
considerably last quarter.

About 49.5 GW of transmission projects (to evacuate both solar and 
wind) are under various stages of implementation across Rajasthan, Andhra 
Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, and Madhya Pradesh. There is a 
good chance that these projects could be delayed, which would also delay the 
solar projects in these regions. As a relief to developers, the MoP has waived 
interstate transmission system (ISTS) charges and losses on all solar and wind 
projects commissioned before June 30, 2023.

The government finally announced an extension of five months for all 
under-development renewable projects from March 25, 2020, to August 24, 
2020. The ministry noted that all renewable energy implementing agencies 
would treat lockdown to arrest the COVID-19 pandemic as ‘force majeure.’

A basic customs duty (BCD) of 10% or more is also expected on top of the 
safeguard duty. In the later part of 2021 to 2022, there is an expectation that 
the effective duty may go up to 40%. However, the effect of imposing BCD on 
solar manufacturers in the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) of the country has 
not been thought through yet and could have severe negative consequences. 
In case the proposed BCD is implemented, manufacturing units located 
in SEZs will have to pay the value addition on top of the BCD on imported 
goods. According to the ministry data, more than 60% of the country’s cell 
manufacturing capacity and approximately 40% of module manufacturing 
facilities are in SEZs. This proposed move, which is designed to help domestic 
manufacturers, might end up harming the industry. So, the delay in imposing 
BCD is partly to work out how to circumvent the SEZ issue and to ensure the 
duty levels do not trigger trade disputes.

Due to the fires at the GCL and Daqo manufacturing and the floods in China, 
solar component prices have spiked. The market is expecting the solar cell and 
module prices to remain high throughout the year with the expectation that 
prices could come back to normal around the first quarter of 2021.

A
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The CEA’s latest Load Generation 
Balance Report expects the Eastern 
region to face a deficit of  2.6% 
during the year while the rest of  the 
country enjoys surplus generation
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

2.7% Energy 
Surplus Expected 
in 2020-2021
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he Central Energy 
Authority’s (CEA) latest Load 
Generation Balance Report 
(LGBR) showed that India is 

likely to have an energy surplus of 2.7% 
and a peak surplus of 9.1% for the year 
2020-21.

The latest LGBR report anticipates 
that the Northern, Western, Southern, 
and North-eastern Regions will see 
surplus energy generation of 4.7%, 3.3%, 
2.2%, and 2.8%, respectively, in 2020-21. 
Only the Eastern region is expected to 
face a deficit of 2.6% during the year.

Meanwhile, it expects the Northern, 
Western, Eastern, and North-eastern 
regions to have a peak surplus of 6.2%, 
5.8%, 7.9%, and 4.8%, respectively, while 
the Southern region is seen to face a 
peak deficit of 5.2% during the year.

The CEA noted that the electricity 
demand fell amid the COVID-19 crisis 
in April and May 2020. Comparing the 
actual and anticipated figures showed 
a reduction of 30% and 15% in actual 
peak demand, while energy demand fell 
short by 28% and 21% during April and 
May 2020, respectively. CEA noted that 

it expects power demand to meet its 
trajectory as lockdown restrictions ease 
and the economy recovers.

It expects Assam, West Bengal, 
Jharkhand, DVC, Bihar, Telangana, 
Kerala, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, 
Chandigarh, and the Union Territory of 
Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh to have 
energy deficits during the year.

The agency also expects Chandigarh, 

Delhi, Haryana, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, 
Kerala, Telangana, Puducherry, Bihar, 
Jharkhand, Assam, Manipur, and 
Nagaland to have peak deficits during 
the year, with the widest deficits 
expected in Assam (-32.3%) and 
Chandigarh (-20%).

Actual Power Supply During 2019-20:
The LGBR report showed that in the 

last year (2019-20), total ex-bus energy 
supply increased 1.3% compared to 
2018-19, and peak demand met rose 
4%. The energy requirement and peak 
demand in 2019-20 rose 1.3% and 3.8% 
respectively from the previous year.

Region-wise, the Western region was 
the only region that was able to meet 
both its energy and peak requirements 
with a negligible shortfall in terms of 
energy supplied. The North-eastern 
region showed the highest deficits in 
terms of meeting energy and peak 
demand at 3.7% each. The Northern 
region was short 1.4% in terms of energy 
demand met and 1% short in meeting 
peak demand.

Compared to the CEA’s estimates, 

T

Power Supply

The CEA 
noted that 

the electricity 
demand fell 

amid the 
COVID-19 crisis 

in April and 
May 2020
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the actual energy requirement and peak 
demand figures during 2019-20 were 
7.4% and 3.2% lower, respectively.

Capacity Addition in 2020-21:
The CEA said that it expects about 

26.12 GW of capacity addition during the 
year, comprising around 10.59 GW of 
thermal, 1.15 GW of hydro-based power, 
and 14.38 GW of renewable-based 
energy sources.

The CEA also said that it assessed the 
gross energy generation in the country 
for 2020-21, taking into consideration 
the past performance of thermal 
and nuclear projects, their vintage, 
maintenance schedules of generating 
units during the year, likely outages, fuel 
availability, among other things.

From 2020-21, it anticipates gross 
energy generation of 1,330 billion 
units (BU) from conventional sources 

(including import from Bhutan-based 
hydropower sources) and about 150 BU 
of power from renewable energy-based 
sources.

Based on this, the Ministry of Power 
has approved the Gross Generation 
Program of 1,480 BU for 2020-21. The 

source-wise breakup can be seen here:
Last December, the Central Energy 

Authority projected that India’s 
anticipated power supply position for 
the year 2019-20 would reflect a surplus 
of 5.8% (80.38 billion units) and a peak 
surplus of 8.4% (15.9 GW). 

Energy 
requirement 

and peak 
demand in 

2019-20 rose 
1.3% and 3.8% 

respectively 
from the 

previous year

Markets
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The government must focus on creating 
demand and not just supply-side incentives or 
protectionist policies, stakeholders suggest
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

Ramping Up Solar 
Manufacturing in India
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Markets
he Indian solar industry 
has been dependent on 
imported solar cells and 
modules since the inception 

of the National Solar Mission. The focus 
so far has been on project development 
to meet the government set goal of 
installing 100 GW of solar by 2022.

By imposing the safeguard duty in 
2018, the goal shifted to focus on helping 
domestic manufacturing. However, 
since the COVID-19 outbreak and the 
subsequent shutdown in many parts of 
the world, more impetus has been put 
on localizing the supply chain. With the 
new government policy shift towards 
“Atmanirbhar” or “self-reliant” India, 
domestic manufacturing has become the 
primary objective.

To support domestic manufacturing, 
the government recently extended 
the safeguard duty by another year 
starting July 30, 2020. A duty of 14.90% 
announced from July 30, 2020, to 
January 29, 2021, and 14.50% from 
January 30, 2021, to July 29, 2021, for all 
solar cells and modules imported from 
China, Thailand, and Vietnam.

To make imported cells and modules 
even more expensive, the government 
has proposed a 20% basic customs 
duty on the import of solar cells and 
modules. There are speculations that 

this duty might be in the range of 10-
20% on top of the safeguard duty to 
ensure that the total duty is enough to 
curb imports and encourage domestic 
manufacturing and possibly increased 
next year.

However, if the imports are curbed so 
quickly, there are concerns India over 
insufficient domestic capacity to fulfill 

demand. According to Mercom India 
Research, India currently has only about 
16 domestic solar cell manufacturers 
with a cumulative production capacity 
of approximately 2 GW. And the country 
has about 8 GW of operating module 
manufacturing capacity, and this 
number varies and can go much higher 
based on whom you ask as there are no 
government verified numbers out there.

Indian solar manufacturing 
capacity pales when compared to a 
manufacturing giant like China that 
currently has a manufacturing capacity 

that exceeds global demand, and where 
one manufacturer can have more than 
all of India’s manufacturing capacity.

Chinese cells and modules are 
imported at extremely competitive 
prices into India. China has been able 
to achieve such low prices because 
of its massive scale, and this feat has 
been achieved through full support by 

the Chinese government and lending 
institutions. To be able to compete with 
the world’s biggest solar manufacturer, 
India, will have to do something similar.

Mercom spoke to domestic 
manufacturers to understand the kind of 
hurdles they face in terms of expanding 
manufacturing capacity, and some 
pressing concerns were revealed.

Developing an Ecosystem
To reduce imports, cell 

manufacturing needs to take center 
stage. Strengthening just module 

T

To support domestic 
manufacturing, the government 
recently extended the safeguard 

duty by another year
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Solar Manufacturing

manufacturing would not remove the 
domestic industry’s dependence on 
imports as individual components 
would still need to be sourced from third 
parties.

To promote the growth of the 
manufacturing value chain as a whole 
and create an all-encompassing 
ecosystem, it is crucial to focus 
on bolstering domestic solar cell 
manufacturing capacity. This way, there 
is scope for backward integration into 
secondary component manufacturing 
avenues in the future as well.

“Cell production is the pivot around 
which the solar manufacturing system 
revolves. A presence of large and 
growing cell manufacturing capacity 
in India will automatically lead to 
investments finding its way upstream 
into wafer and ingot manufacturing in 
the country,” explained Dhruv Sharma, 
Chief Executive Officer at Jupiter Solar 
Power Limited, a Kolkata-based solar 
cell manufacturing company.

“Simultaneously abundant availability 
of local cells will be balanced out by 
investments in module manufacturing 

capacities. 
This, in 
turn, will 
drive local 
capacities for 
manufacturing 
balance of 
materials for 
modules in the 
country,” Sharma 
said.

Emphasizing 
this, Manjunatha 
D.V., Founder and 
Managing Director at 
EMMVEE Photovoltaic Power 
Private Limited, a Bengaluru-based 
solar module maker, explained that a 
fully integrated ecosystem would also 
help keep costs low.

“To promote domestic 
manufacturing, it is more important to 
create the right ecosystem. The Indian 
government must focus on creating 
manufacturing clusters throughout the 
country similar to solar parks, with 
the availability of the entire supply 
chain, research and development (R&D) 

centers, equipment manufacturing, 
universities, and laboratories,” 
Manjunatha said.

“This will not only bring down costs 
drastically but also the R&D centers 
and universities can be used to focus 
on innovating new-age solar technology 
in terms of product and manufacturing 
practices, among other things,” he 
added.



Demand Visibility
The lack of clarity in terms of demand 

has been a major hindrance to the 
growth of domestic production capacity. 
The government of India has only 
recently started to enforce programs 
with domestic content requirement 
(DCR) like the KUSUM solar program, 
rooftop programs, and central public 
sector units (CPSU) programs. However, 
these programs might take some time to 
translate into actual demand.

“The DCR program is another 
great example of a policy with long-
term potential. A steady pipeline and 
forecast will be crucial over the next 
decade to ensure that domestic module 
manufacturers can truly scale up 
and compete globally,” said Avinash 
Hiranandani, Global CEO & Managing 
Director at Mumbai-based solar cell and 
module maker RenewSys India.

“Within DCR projects, if domestic 
manufacturers are given due visibility 
of upcoming tenders with higher 
efficiencies, it will both strengthen 
domestic technology output and give 
manufacturers an incentive to be 
globally competitive,” Hiranandani 
added.

Manufacturers believe that a 
combination of demand creation and 
protectionist policies would be the 
best way forward. They explained that 
protectionist policies in the absence of 
actual demand for locally-manufactured 

components would only impair the 
industry overall as project costs would 
rise for developers, and production 
would remain stagnant.

They also said that tariff protection 
would go a long way in encouraging 
production capacity additions. If utilized 
in tandem with DCR programs where 
imported cells and modules cannot 
be used, demand visibility would be 
created for manufacturers who can then 
work on enhancing production capacity.

“Tariff protection for the domestic 
industry is very effective since it creates 
demand visibility for a longer period 
of time, and therefore the industry 

has been seeking imposition of Basic 
Customs Duty (BCD) for a while. 

However, it is important to have a 
substantial tariff limit and not tokenism, 
which will defeat the very purpose for 
which the tariff protection is needed,” 
said Jupiter’s Sharma.

Adding to this, Manjunatha said, 
“Constant and steady demand for the 
products is a grave necessity when it 
comes to solar, as we are not producing 
appreciating goods like gold. As we 
maintain inventory, we are losing money 
with fast decreasing prices of modules 
and cells.”

Role of MSMEs 
Considering the large costs 

involved in setting up or expanding 
a manufacturing facility, the job of 
creating a self-sustaining manufacturing 
base in the country is best left to 
the larger players in the industry, 
according to industry stakeholders. 
They can afford to invest in research & 
development and newer technology. 
Separately, they can also handle 
contingent liabilities in the form of 
product warranties.

Cell and module manufacturers 
are expected to provide warranties 
for their products for around 20-25 
years. This means they have to set 
aside reserves equivalent to the value 
of the components supplied for the 
entire duration of the warranty. Small 
and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) may 
not have the financial backing to do so 

A strong 
commitment 

from the 
government to 

invest is needed 
for domestic 

manufacturing 
to flourish
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according to larger suppliers.
“MSMEs do not have the financial 

depth to provide warranties for 20-
50 MW (likely their entire production 
capacity) of cells for so long. Contingent 
liability will be a problem. They 
will have to keep large reserves for 
the entire capacity supplied in case 
anything goes wrong. The nature of the 
business is that it requires deep pockets, 
larger investments, frequent tech up-
gradation, and large working capital. So, 
this job is not very aligned with MSMEs,” 
said an industry executive.

The executive explained that a 
better way to involve this segment 
of manufacturers would be for 
the government to mandate large 
manufacturers to use MSME modules 
for a certain percentage of their 
capacity and use them as downstream 
or subcontract manufacturers. It would 
then be the large manufacturer’s 
responsibility to provide them with 
adequate technology and supervise their 
production.

“Additionally, the average size of a 
solar project in India is now large, and 
they demand a single manufacturer 
to be able to meet their entire 
requirements in a few months. This 
can only be met by GW level module 
manufacturers,” the executive added.

Costs
There are several other areas the 

government can act on to incentivize 
companies to boost or set up new solar 
component manufacturing capacity. 
Manufacturing has to deal with 
significant costs related to setting up 

assembly lines, land acquisition, labor 
needs, taxes, power costs, and other 
working capital requirements.

“Reduction in power costs is another 
significant area to consider. Opening up 
the market to solar industries for open 
access power purchase and allowing 
them to make arrangements for their 
own reasonably-priced sustainable 
power sources like a captive power plant 
will certainly help the industry grow,” 
said RenewSys’ Hiranandani.

“Access to reasonably priced power 
is a significant hurdle as component 
manufacturing, especially wafers and 
cells, are extremely power-intensive 

processes,” he added.

Taking Cues:
The Indian government has to 

take cues from China. The Chinese 
government has not just consistently 
supported the industry with extremely 
low-cost debt but also pushed 
technological enhancement through 
its “Solar Top Runner Program.” The 
primary focus of the program has 
been to manufacture high-efficiency 
solar modules through research and 
innovation while eliminating outdated 
technology.

China, in a way, has been subsidizing 
solar installations worldwide, including 
India. Now, if India wants to shift the 
base of solar component supply, the 
government has to do much more than 
merely imposing duties. This alone will 
not attract investments into the sector, 
but will only make solar power more 
expensive. The Indian government has 
to provide incentives for manufacturing 
and push for efficient technologies 
constantly.

“Solar component manufacturing is 
capital intensive, and the technology is 
constantly changing. The scale needs 
to continually increase to keep the 
price of components down. All of this 
will require an enormous commitment 
from the government to invest going 
forward,” said Raj Prabhu, CEO of 
Mercom Capital Group. 

India currently 
has only about 

2 GW of  
operational cell 
manufacturing 

capacity
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Researchers have stressed the need to recycle silicon 
in solar panels after the end of  their life span and 
also access the environmental and economic costs of  
the recycling process
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

Need for Recycling 
Crystalline Silicon in 
Solar Panels

esearchers at the National 
Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) have 
conducted the first global 

assessment of various approaches 
used to manage solar photovoltaic (PV) 
modules at the end of their life spans. 

The study was published in the scientific 
journal Nature Energy.

According to the study, the average 
lifespan of solar panels is 30 years, and 
currently, we do not have a process to 
manage the solar modules at the end of 
their lifespans. The volume of modules 

not in use is estimated to account for 
nearly 80 million metric tons at the 
end of 2050, which is a huge number in 
itself.

It is not only the quantity that poses 
a challenge, but the nature of the waste 
also requires attention. Currently, there 

R

Technology
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is no such process 
that can take care of 
recycling the valuable parts 
of the solar panels and mitigate the toxic 
ones.

Commenting on the need to recycle 
solar panels, Garvin Heath, a senior 
scientist at NREL, said, “Solar energy 
is a major part of the energy transition. 
We must be good stewards of these 
materials and develop a circular 
economy for solar modules.”

“It provides a succinct, in-depth 
synthesis of where we should 
and should not steer our focus 
as researchers, investors, and 
policymakers,” Heath added.

The study focused on the recycling of 

crystalline silicon, 
which is used in 90% of installed 
solar PV modules in a very pure form. 
The silicon accounts for nearly half of 
the energy produced and half the cost 
to produce solar PV modules, but it 
accounts for only a small portion of the 
mass. Its purity determines the value of 
crystalline silicon.

Speaking on the recycling process, 
Timothy Silverman, a hardware 
expert at NREL, said, “It takes a lot of 
investment to make silicon pure. For a 
solar PV module, you take these silicon 
cells, seal them up in a weatherproof 
package where they’re touching other 
materials, and wait for 20 to 30 years—
all the while, solar PV technology is 
improving. How can we get back that 
energy and material investment in the 
best way for the environment?”

The study noted that currently, 
only a few countries have solar 
panels recycling regulations in place, 
and others have started to consider 
solutions. As of now, only one silicon 
recycling facility exists in the world due 
to the limited amount of waste being 
produced today.

Based on the findings, the 
researchers recommended research 
and development in this area to reduce 
the recycling costs and environmental 

impacts 
of the 
process. The 
researchers said that the 
recycling of silicon wafers is tough 
as they often crack and are less likely to 
meet the required standards for direct 
use. For recovering high-value silicon, 
the researchers said that there was a 
need for research and development of 
silicon purification process.

The researchers also stressed 
the need to take into account the 
environmental and economic costs of 
the recycling process, and these should 
be explored using techno-economic 
analyses and life-cycle assessments.

As per the study, finding ways to 
avoid waste products is a good starting 
point, which includes finding ways to 
make solar panels last longer and help 
them produce electricity efficiently.

“We need research and development 
because the accumulation of waste 
will sneak upon us. Much like the 
exponential growth of PV installations, 
it will seem to move slowly and then 
rapidly accelerate. By the time there’s 
enough waste to open a solar PV-
dedicated facility, we need to have 
already studied the proper process,” 
added Silverman. 

Only a few 
countries have 

solar panel 
recycling 

regulations in 
place

Recycling
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India’s overall installed power capacity also rose 
slightly to 372.9 GW during the quarter, up from 
about 372.1 GW in Q1 2020 
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

Solar Now Accounts for 
Nearly 10% of India’s 
Power Mix

enewable energy’s share 
(including large hydro 
projects) inched up to 36.3% 
during the second quarter 

of 2020 (Q2 2020), up about 0.1% from 
the previous quarter, according to the 

data from the Central Energy Authority 
(CEA), and the Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE).

The country’s overall installed power 
capacity also rose slightly to 372.9 GW 
during the quarter, up from about 372.1 

GW in Q1 2020.

Renewable Power:
The cumulative installed capacity 

base of renewable energy projects 
(excluding large hydro projects) stood 

R
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Power Mix

at 89.53 GW at the end of the quarter, 
representing a 24% overall market share. 
This was also an increase from 88.9 GW 
(23.9%) in the previous quarter. Around 
the same time last year, India had a 
cumulative installed renewable energy 
capacity (excluding large hydro) of 82.4 
GW or a 22.8% overall share.

This included installed power 
capacity in solar power (9.9%), wind 
power (10.1%), bio-power (2.7%), small 
hydro projects (1.3%), and waste-to-
energy projects (0.04%).

According to Mercom India Solar 
Project Tracker, cumulative solar 
installations stood at 36.9 GW as of the 
end of Q2 2020 or a 9.9% overall share.

Wind power installations remained 
nearly stagnant, with only a negligible 
increase in capacity. Total wind power 
installations stood at 37.8 GW (10.1%), 
compared to 37.7 GW (10.1%) in the 
previous quarter.

India installed 136 MW of wind power 
projects in Q2 2020, an 82% decline in 
installations compared to 743 MW in 
the same period last year, and a 28% 
fall from the previous quarter’s 187 MW. 
Gujarat and Karnataka were the only 
states that added wind power capacity 
during the quarter.

As of the end of Q2 2020, large hydro 
projects represented a 12.3% share of 
overall installed capacity in the country, 
the largest among renewable power 
sources. Meanwhile, the share of small 

hydro, bio-power and waste-to-power 
projects remained unchanged from 
the previous quarter at 1.3%, 2.7%, and 
0.04%, respectively.

Conventional Energy Sources:
Thermal-based power sources 

continued to be the dominant source of 
power in the country, with an installed 
capacity-base of 237.8 GW as of the end 
of Q2 2020, up from 237.5 GW at the 
end of the previous quarter. The overall 
share of thermal-based power sources, 
however, slipped marginally to 63.7% 
from 63.8% previously. The segment 
includes power generated through 
thermal-based sources like coal (53.31%), 
gas (6.7%), lignite (1.82%), and diesel 
(0.14%).

Coal-based power continued to hold 
the largest share of any power source 
in the country, with about 198.8 GW 
of installations, up from 198.5 GW 
previously. However, its share slipped 
marginally to 53.3% at the end of 
Q2 2020 from 53.4% in the previous 
quarter. Gas-based power installations 
rose to 24.99 GW in Q2 2020 from 24.96 
GW in the last quarter.

Nuclear, lignite, and diesel-based 
power sources, on the other hand, saw 
no capacity additions in Q2 2020 and 
remained unchanged from the previous 
quarter at 6.8 GW, 6.6 GW, and 510 MW, 
respectively. 

Coal-based 
power 

continued to 
hold the largest 

share of  any 
power source 

in the country, 
with about 

198.8 GW of  
installations



The corporation disbursed ₹4.4 billion to solar and 
wind generators, representing 63% of  SECI’s total 
payments during the month
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

SECI’s Payments to Solar, 
Wind Generators in June

he Solar Energy Corporation 
of India Limited (SECI) paid 
nearly ₹4.4 billion (~$58.8 
million) to developers for 

the purchase of solar and wind power in 
June 2020.

This represented about 63% of 
SECI’s total payments made during the 
month. According to its statement, SECI 
disbursed around ₹6.97 billion (~$93.1 
million) overall in June 2020.

SECI’s payments also included 
about ₹119.9 million (~$1.6 million) 
towards Goods and Services Tax (GST) 
and Safeguard Duty (SGD) claims. Of 
this, ₹21.3 million (~$284,406) was 
reimbursed to solar power developers 
for GST claims per the Central Electricity 
Regulatory Commission’s orders, ₹17.8 
million (~$237,673) was reimbursed to 
developers for GST claims under the 
annuity method, and ₹80.9 million (~$1.1 
million) was paid towards safeguard 
duty reimbursements.

Azure Power India Private Limited, 
ReNew Solar Power Private Limited, 
Fermi Solar Private Limited (promoted 
by Avaada Energy), and Clean 
Sustainable Energy Private Limited were 
some of the companies that received the 
largest reimbursed amounts towards 
GST and safeguard duty claims.

SECI’s remittances also included 
₹1.78 billion (~$23.8 million) in subsidy 
reimbursements. It paid ₹1.56 billion 
(~$20.8 million) towards subsidies under 
the Central Public Sector Undertaking 
(CPSU) Program (Phase-II), ₹170.6 
million (~$2.3 million) under the 
Rooftop Program, and the ₹48.9 million 
(~$652,933) in subsidies under the 
Viability Gap Funding (VGF) program.

Beneficiaries under these subsidy 
reimbursements include NTPC 
Limited, Singareni Collieries Company 
Limited, Maharashtra RESCO Rooftop 
Solar Private Limited, and Suryam 
International Private Limited.

In May, SECI disbursed about ₹1.3 
billion (~$17.3 million) to solar and wind 
developers. It also released about ₹937 
million (~$12.5 million) for the purchase 
of solar and wind power.

In the past, solar developers have 
to get their dues. This has adversely 
affected their businesses and the pace of 

T
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Payments

project development in the country.
In March 2020, the MNRE had 

issued a circular stating that GST and 
safeguard duty compensation to solar 
project developers should be paid 
within 60 days. The circular by MNRE 
was addressed to SECI and NTPC, and 
it warned that if the compensation is 
not made within two months, a late 
payment surcharge may be imposed, or 
the payment can be made on an annual 
basis spread throughout the power 
purchase agreement tenure.

SECI has a good credit history 
with a track record of making timely 
payments to developers. It has been 
the implementing agency for several 
programs under the National Solar 
Mission. However, recently, the Indian 
Renewable Energy Development Agency 
Limited (IREDA) replaced SECI as the 
implementing agency for solar projects 
with VGF by CPSUs for self-use or use by 
government entities. 
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Though the figures were the 
lowest in nearly six years, there 
was a bright side. Nearly 70% of  
the new power capacity additions 
came from solar and wind in the 
first half  of  2020
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

India's Q2 Installations 
Slump to 205 MW
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ndia added only 205 MW 
of solar capacity in the 
second quarter of 2020 (Q2 
2020), an 81% decline from 

the previous quarter's 1,090 MW of 
additions. The findings were revealed in 
Mercom India Research's newly-released 
Q2 2020 India Solar Market Update.

Compared to the same period last 
year, installations during the quarter 
were down by 86% from 1,510 MW in 
Q2 2019. Q2 2020 recorded the lowest 
number in terms of quarterly solar 
installations since Q3 2014, which saw 
197 MW of capacity additions.

The report also showed that solar 
installations in the first half of the year 
(1H 2020) stood at 1.3 GW, reflecting a 
59% slump compared to the 3.2 GW of 
additions during the same period last 

year. 
"Solar project construction activity 

came to a standstill in Q2 as the 
coronavirus pandemic disrupted every 
aspect of the economy. Labor availability 
was one of the biggest challenges for 
large-scale projects. With monsoons 
setting in, we may have to wait until 

Q4 for the activity to pick up," said Raj 
Prabhu, CEO of Mercom Capital Group. 
"Considering the realities on the ground, 
the industry needs more than the 30-
day extension post-lockdown period 
currently granted by the government for 
project commissioning."

Large-scale installations during the 
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quarter stood at 120 MW, down from 
896 MW in Q1 2020 and around 90% 
lower compared to Q2 2019. However, 
there are currently 41.7 GW of large-
scale projects under development, 
giving the industry a glimmer of hope 
for recovery. There are also another 32.4 
GW of projects tendered and awaiting 
auction. 

Rooftop installations also felt the 
repercussions of the coronavirus 
pandemic with only 85 MW of capacity 
added in Q2 2020, a 56% fall from the 
first quarter's 194 MW. Compared to Q2 
2019, rooftop installations were down 
71%, the report showed. However, 
installers are seeing demand pick up 
from select sectors like automobiles, 
IT, pharma, textiles, and Fast Moving 
Consumer Goods (FMCG). The revival 
of the residential and government 
segments would also depend on how 
efficiently the government disburses 
subsidies. 

"Mercom India Research is forecasting 
approximately 4 GW of solar to be added 
in 2020, which was the worst-case 

scenario laid out in our previous report. 
This assumes that the COVID situation 
will get worse to the point where most 
of the projects will be moved to 2021," 
added Prabhu.

The report also showed that overall 
power capacity additions across power 
generation sources in the first half 
of 2020 stood at 2.3 GW. Renewable-
based sources accounted for nearly 
85% of these installations, with solar 

representing 56% of new capacity and 
wind representing 14%. Meanwhile, 
coal accounted for 13% of new capacity 

added.
About 49.5 GW of transmission 

projects (to evacuate both solar and 
wind) are under various stages of 
implementation across Rajasthan, 
Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, 
Maharashtra, and Madhya Pradesh. 
There is a good chance that these 
projects could be delayed, which would 
also delay the solar projects in these 
regions.

Since the COVID-19 outbreak and the 
subsequent shutdown in many parts of 
the world, the government is pushing 
to localize the supply chain. With the 
new government policy shift towards 
"Atmanirbhar" or "self-reliant" India, 
domestic manufacturing has become 
the primary objective. To facilitate this, 
the safeguard duty has been extended, 
and in addition, a basic customs duty is 
expected to be imposed soon. 

 Even during the downturn, nearly 
70% of the new power capacity 
additions came from solar and wind 
in the first half of the year, which is a 
positive takeaway from the report. 

Key Highlights from Mercom India Research's Q2 2020 India Solar Market Update

•  Solar installations in India in Q2 2020 totaled 205 MW, a decline of 81% compared to 1,090 
MW installed in Q1 2020

•  In Q2 2020, large-scale solar installations came to 120 MW, while rooftop installations 
accounted for 85 MW

•  Cumulative solar installed capacity in India was approximately 37 GW at the end of  
Q2 2020

•  The large-scale solar project pipeline in India stands at 42 GW, with another 34 GW of 
tendered capacity pending auction at the end of Q2 2020

• Mercom India forecasts solar installations of approximately 4 GW in CY 2020

• Solar accounted for 56% of new power capacity additions in 1H 2020

•  Almost 70% of the new power capacity additions came from solar and wind in the first half 
of the year.

• Electricity generated from solar in Q2 2020 crossed 15.7 billion units 

Solar 
installations in 
the first half  of  
the year stood 

at 1.3 GW
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All projects commissioned before June 30, 2023, 
would be eligible for the waiver for 25 years from 
their date of  commissioning
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

Solar and Wind Projects to 
Get Extended ISTS Waiver

he Ministry of Power 
has waived interstate 
transmission system (ISTS) 
charges and losses on all 

solar and wind projects commissioned 
before June 30, 2023.

The waiver would apply to solar, 
wind, and hybrid projects with or 
without storage. The ISTS charges would 
be waived for 25 years from their date 
of commissioning for transmission as 
well as sale to entities with renewable 
purchase obligations (RPO).

The waiver would apply to solar 
projects commissioned under the 
second phase of the Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy’s (MNRE) 

Central Public Sector Undertaking 
(CPSU) Program and also for solar 
projects commissioned under SECI’s 
manufacturing-linked solar tender which 
was reissued in June 2019.

Background: 
In November 2019, the Ministry of 

Power had announced that the ISTS 
charges and losses on the transmission 
of electricity generated from solar and 
wind projects would be waived off as 
long as they are commissioned before 
December 31, 2022. This deadline 
was revised from March 31, 2022, set 
previously.

In June, Union Power Minister, R.K. 

Singh, suggested the government was 
likely to consider extending the waiver 
on interstate transmission system 
charges for renewable projects by at 
least six months.

The National Solar Energy Federation 
of India (NSEFI) had also asked the 
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy 
to extend the waiver of ISTS charges and 
losses for renewable energy projects.

The objective behind the waiver of 
inter-state transmission charges and 
losses was to encourage wind and 
solar energy capacity in the country 
by reducing the cost of generation, to 
achieve the country’s target of achieving 
175 GW of renewable energy capacity by 
December 31, 2022.

Industry stakeholders previously 
unanimously agreed that the industry 
needed a longer deadline extension for 
the ISTS charges and losses waiver to 
give them some breathing room to get 
their projects back on track following 
the havoc caused by the pandemic. 

T

Policy

The waiver would apply to solar, 
wind, and hybrid projects with or 

without storage
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As the government shifts gear 
towards the expansion of  India’s 
manufacturing capacity, strict 
enforcement of  RPO assumes greater 
significance for the timely realization 
of  India’s renewable targets
By : Ankita Rajeshwari

Strict RPO Enforcement 
Critical to Expand 
Manufacturing
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Policy
ndia’s push towards 
transforming the energy 
sector began a decade ago 
with the formulation of 

the National Solar Mission. To enforce 
policies for renewable energy expansion 
and create demand, the central 
government introduced the Renewable 
Purchase Obligations (RPO) mechanism.

Under the RPO mechanism, the 
obligated entities (which include 
DISCOMs, open access consumers, and 
captive power producers) are required 
to mandatorily source a part of their 
overall electricity requirement from 
renewable sources. The RPO targets 
are set every year by the states and are 
divided into solar and non-solar based 
renewable energy.

India’s target to achieve 175 GW of 
renewable energy by 2022 would be 
simply unattainable without the RPO 
mechanism, which has significantly 

driven the growth of solar and other 
renewables since its introduction in 
2010. But it hasn’t been nearly enough. 
And now, its strict enforcement has 
assumed greater significance in the face 
of subdued demand after the outbreak 
of the coronavirus with states using this 
as an excuse to shirk away from these 
obligations.

Since the COVID-19 outbreak, more 
stress has been laid on localizing the 
supply chain. With the new government 
policy shift towards “Atmanirbhar” 
or “self-reliant” India, domestic 
manufacturing has become the primary 
objective. The government is helping 
local manufacturers by making imports 
more expensive by imposing safeguard 
and basic customs duties.

“With the government putting a lot 
of focus on domestic manufacturing 
lately, it is even more important to 
enforce RPOs strictly. As investments 

begin to flow into manufacturing and 
capacity starts ramping up, we need 
to ensure there is sufficient demand, 
and that is where RPO enforcement 
becomes critical,” said Raj Prabhu, CEO 
of Mercom Capital Group.

COVID-19 and Compliance
India’s distribution companies 

are known for delaying payments to 
renewable generators. The Coronavirus 
pandemic has exacerbated their 
weak financial standing, leading to 
the government announcing several 
knee-jerk support measures. One of 
these measures, which is now a cause 
of concern for renewable generators, 
is waiving the RPO compliance of state 
DISCOM. Some have also allowed them 
to carry forward their RPO shortfalls to 
the next financial years.

States like Bihar and Punjab have 
allowed carry forward of the RPO 

I
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shortfall. Haryana also waived off RPO 
backlogs up to 2019 for distribution 
companies in the state. Others like 
Karnataka have extended the deadline 
for compliance considering the 
lockdown and the loss of revenue.

Commenting on these 
announcements, an executive working 
with a renewable company said, “These 
announcements made in the name 
of COVID-19 make little sense as the 
lockdown only started in March, but 
these states had unfulfilled RPO targets 

way before the pandemic started.”
States like Haryana and Bihar are 

already far behind in terms of reaching 
their RPO targets. While Haryana has 
a deficit of 94%, Bihar is at 76% for FY 
2020. While Bihar needs over 1,643 MUs 
of solar, Haryana requires 3,431 MUs to 
fulfill their solar RPO requirements for 
FY 2020.

An official at a Haryana DISCOM told 
Mercom, “We expect a shortfall of 525 
MU solar RPO for FY 2020-21. We have 
signed a PSA with SECI for 830 MW, but 

RPO
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forward of  the 
RPO shortfall
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Policy
a delay in commissioning these projects 
would result in the shortfall. We are also 
trying to match the solar RPO demand 
by KUSUM and state rooftop projects, 
but due to the pandemic, most of the 
programs are on hold”.

Distressed DISCOMs
The pandemic has undoubtedly 

affected the pace of solar development, 
DISCOMs’ revenue generation, and 
RPO compliance trajectory. However, 
DISCOMs in a majority of the states do 
not have a good track record in RPO 
compliance. Historically, DISCOMs have 
tried to maneuver through the targets 
by requesting their respective state 
regulators not to penalize them for late 
compliance and allow them to carry 
forward backlogs.

For instance, Maharashtra State 
Electricity Distribution Company 
Limited (MSEDCL) recently wrote to the 
state commission (MERC) requesting 
it not to impose any penalty on non-
compliance of standalone annual targets 

and cumulative targets of RPO until 
2022-23.

Before that, it had suggested changes 
in the state’s draft RPO regulations, 
saying that the proposal to revise the 
solar RPO target of 13.5% by 2024-25 
was quite stiff and that despite efforts, it 
would not be able to achieve them.

A state official told Mercom, “We 

are making all efforts to meet these 
ambitious RPO targets by conducting a 
competitive bidding process. However, 
the competitive bidding process has its 
own course of time, and the response 
to tenders depends on various other 
factors beyond the licensee’s control. 
Further, the commissioning of solar 
projects would take a minimum of two 
to three years, and power from these 
projects would be available for fulfilling 
RPO only after that period. However, 
penalizing the DISCOM for falling short 
of such stiff RPO targets would only pose 
an unnecessary burden on DISCOMs and 
its consumers”.

Path after Pandemic
While the DISCOMs want lenient 

policies for RPO compliance, the 
developers feel it could threaten the 
renewable targets India has set for itself.

An executive at one of the leading 
utility-scale solar developers told 
Mercom that the attitude of DISCOMs 
and these relief measures do not bode 
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well for the 2022 target of achieving 175 
GW of renewable capacity.

“Such relief measures like allowing 
the carry forward of RPO does not serve 
any purpose as they only delay the 
process of renewable procurement,” 
the executive said. He further explained 
that renewable procurement should 
rather be preferred over conventional 
power by DISCOMs. “The average power 
purchase cost of solar is much below the 
conventional sources of energy, making 
it a lucrative and economically viable 
option.,” the executive explained.

Another alternative (other than 
purchasing renewables directly from 
the generators) for DISCOMs to comply 
with their RPO targets is to purchase 
Renewable energy certificates (REC). 
One REC certifies that the bearer owns 
1 MWh of electricity generated from 
a renewable energy resource. These 
were generally considered an expensive 
option with solar RECs traded at as high 
as ₹2,400 (~$32). But now, the Central 
Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(CERC) has reduced the forbearance 
(maximum) price of solar RECs to 
₹1,000 (~$13) and floor price to zero. 
This move is expected to encourage the 
obligated entities to participate actively 
in the market.

Recognizing the need for stronger 
enforcement of the RPO, the 
government in its latest Draft Electricity 
(Amendment) Bill 2020, increased 
the penalty for non-compliance. The 
penalty for non-compliance has been 

increased to ₹10 million (~$134,288) 
from the previous penalty of ₹100,000 
(~$1,343). An additional per day penalty 
in case of continuing non-compliance 
has been raised to ₹100,000 (~$1,343) 
from the earlier ₹6000 (~$82).

The pandemic has already done 
enough damage to the pace of solar 
development in the country through 
halted construction activities, supply 
chain disruptions, lack of workforce, 
looming recession, among several 
other reasons. If the states do not 
strictly adhere to RPO and seek ways to 
shirk away from it, the path ahead will 
become much more difficult to achieve 
the government set renewable energy 
targets as well as become self-reliant.

“RPOs are the only mechanism in 
place right now to ensure demand 
visibility. Without strict enforcement of 
RPOs, the government will be sending 
mixed messages to the investment 
community as to its seriousness 
to achieve its installation and 
manufacturing goals,” added Prabhu. 
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DISCOM Dues

As per the data released by the central 
government’s PRAAPTI portal, the outstanding 
dues to renewable generators increased to  
₹8.4 billion by the end of  June 2020
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

DISCOM Dues  
Keep Piling On

he distribution companies 
(DISCOMs) owed renewable 
generators ₹101.11 billion 
(~$1.3 billion) in overdue 

payments (excluding dues under 
dispute) spread across 544 invoices at 
the end of June 2020, according to data 
from the Ministry of Power’s (MoP) 
payment ratification and analysis portal 
(PRAAPTI).

As per the data released by PRAAPTI, 
the outstanding dues to the renewable 
generators stood at ₹8.4 billion ($111.9 
million). The portal also showed that 
₹123.3 million (~$1.6 million) was under 
dispute.

The data released from the portal also 
showed that 65 DISCOMS owed power 

generators ₹1.19 trillion in overdue 
payments spread across 17,118 invoices 
at the end of June 2020. In May, ₹1.138 
trillion (~$15.28 billion) was recorded in 
overdue payments owed by 65 DISCOMs 
to 197 power generators spread across 
16,320 invoices.

The DISCOMs had paid ₹65.18 billion 
(~$868.8 million) against the overdue 
amount and ₹15.57 billion (~$207.5 
million) against the outstanding amount 
at the end of June 2020. The outstanding 
amount at the end of June stood at 
₹134.26 billion (~$1.79 billion), while the 
overdue amount was ₹1.19 trillion (~$15.8 
billion).

The state of Rajasthan had the highest 
overdue amount of ₹349.3 million (~$4.6 
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million), of which ₹321.2 million (~$4.3 
million) have been overdue for more 
than 60 days. Tamil Nadu recorded 
the second-highest amount of overdue 
payment at ₹175.3 million (~$2.3 million), 
of which ₹149.1 million (~$1.9 million) 
have been overdue for more than 60 
days. Uttar Pradesh was at the third spot 
with overdue payments of ₹144.1 million 
(~$1.9 million), of which ₹104.8 million 
(~$1.4 million) have been overdue for 
more than 60 days.

Tripura and Chhattisgarh were 
reported to be the ‘best’ states in terms 
of ease of payments by the DISCOMs, 
whereas, the states of Gujarat and Bihar 
were rated as ‘good.’

The states of Assam, Manipur, 
Nagaland, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Telangana, Karnataka, 
Odisha, Kerala, West Bengal, Jharkhand, 
Goa, Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttarakhand, and Jammu and Kashmir 
were rated as the ‘worst’ states for ease 
of payments by the DISCOMs.

According to the data released by the 
portal, Adani Green Energy Limited, 
NLC India (RE), and Tata Power were 
the three non-conventional energy 
generators that were owed dues 
amounting to ₹12.01 billion (~$160.1 

million), ₹13.16 billion (~$175.4 million), 
and ₹19.57 billion (~$260.8 million) 
respectively.

Earlier, it was reported that DISCOMs 
owed renewable generators ₹97.25 
billion (~$1.31 billion) in overdue 
payments (excluding dues under 
dispute) spread across 538 invoices at 
the end of May 2020.

Earlier, the central government had 

announced that DISCOMs would receive 
₹900 billion (~$12.03 billion) as part 
of the Government of India’s stimulus 
package to help the Indian economy 
recover from the coronavirus crisis. 
This one-time liquidity injection will 
be infused through the Power Finance 
Corporation (PFC) and REC Ltd in two 
equal installments. 

Finance
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Interview

Lockdown 
Shrank Power 

Demand in 
Rural India  

by 70%
he lockdown announced 
in India to curb the virus 
was one of the longest in 
the world, and as a result, 

millions of migrant workers were forced 
to make their way back home, having 
lost their livelihood in cities.

While the lockdown affected the 
entire country, the implications were 
more pronounced in India’s rural areas, 
which is already at a disadvantageous 
position compared with the rest of the 
country.

Power is designated as an essential 
service by the Ministry of Home Affairs, 
and power generators (including 
renewables) in the country have been 
ordered to maintain an uninterrupted 
supply of power across states. The 
power demand and supply situation, 
which is already weak in the rural areas, 
worsened during the lockdown. Power 
consumption plummeted as people 
were cash-strapped and prioritized 
other essentials like food over power.

Smart Power India, a subsidiary of 
The Rockefeller Foundation, conducted 
surveys to understand the impact of the 
lockdown on mini-grid consumers in 
rural areas of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. 
The findings revealed a drastic change 
in consumer behavior during the 
lockdown. As the financial crisis hit rural 

families in the lockdown, Smart Power 
launched a Customer Voucher Scheme 
(CVS) to offer financial assistance to the 
mini-grid customers in the wake of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Mercom interviewed Jaideep 
Mukerji, CEO, Smart Power India, 
to get a nuanced understanding of 
the change in power demand and 
supply situation as seen in rural areas 
during this period and the underlying 
factors. SPI works in the space of rural 
electrification and collaborates with 
renewable mini-grid developers to 

ensure access to reliable electricity in 
rural India.

Would you say the impact of 
lockdown on the rural economy has 
been different from the rest of the 
country? If yes, please elaborate.

Yes, this is true to some extent, but 
the entire country has faced severe 
disruptions following the nationwide 
lockdown announced in March this year. 
However, the intensity of the impact and 
disruptions may vary depending on the 
size of economic activities in each state 
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and the direct impact on the dependent 
population. Even today, close to 60-65% 
of India’s population resides in villages 
and relies on agriculture and allied 
activities for livelihood. Naturally, the 
impact of lockdown on this segment 
has been reportedly more severe. 
Agricultural supply-chain, for example, 
was disrupted, and the farm produce 
did not reach the markets on time. This 
has caused significant economic loss to 
the farmers across the country. Also, in 
the initial few weeks, there was an acute 
shortage of essential goods and services 
in rural areas majorly because of the 
restrictions imposed on the interstate 
and intra-state transport services and 
travel. This was further compounded by 
the large-scale reverse migration in the 
aftermath of the lockdown.

Therefore, to understand and 
assess the ground realities in mini-grid 
villages and the impact of the lockdown 
commissioned two surveys. The surveys, 
as anticipated, pointed to a significant 
drop in cash flow in the villages, which 
gave us a sense that rural economic 
activities have been hit badly. As a 
result, households started prioritizing 
their spending on essential items such as 
food, shelter, and safety over electricity. 
This, in turn, led to a fall in electricity 

consumption almost by 70 percent.
In short, lockdown may have 

impacted the country in varying 
degrees, but the economic damage 
caused to rural India is more 
pronounced, and the pace of recovery 
too will be sluggish.

Can you summarize the findings 
from the survey conducted by earlier 
this year to assess power demand in 
rural areas?

Smart Power India had conducted 
two surveys to analyze the impact of 
lockdown on mini-grid consumers. 
The surveys were done along with five 
Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) in 
the villages of eastern Uttar Pradesh 
and Bihar. Due to financial stress, we 
observed that electricity consumption 
dropped by almost 70% as people 
started spending on essential goods and 
services. While commercial electricity 
consumption saw a drastic fall, 
household demand went up as people 
largely remained indoors.

Due to the lockdown, there was also a 
delay in addressing mini-grid customers’ 
complaints. Earlier, when we received a 
complaint, the issue would be resolved 
within two to three hours, but the time 
has now increased to over a day.

Consumer Survey 1.0 was conducted 
during the first phase of the lockdown 
and analyzed impact until April 15. The 
second survey was done to analyze the 
effect of subsequent lockdowns on mini-
grid customers until May 20.

Key findings from the survey:
•  Lockdown disrupted the quality and 

reliability of power supply across 
regions

•  The surveys revealed that in the 
absence of a steady flow of income, 
rural households were mostly relying 
on government support. Welfare 
initiatives such as PM Garib Kaylan 
Yojana, Jan Dhan Yojana, and old-age 
pension funds help the mini-grid 
villages during the COVID-19-induced 
lockdown. The provision of free 
ration and cooking gas will play a 
crucial role in easing the economic 
burden on rural households in 
the short term. Grid-connected 
electricity supply witnessed a major 
drop due to the lockdown restrictions

For instance:
•  Grid supply in UP improved from 

12 hours/day in the first phase to 15 
hours/day in the subsequent phases 
of lockdown.
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•  On the other hand, in Bihar, the grid 
supply reduced from 20 hours/day 
to 15.5 hours/day from the first phase 
of lockdown to subsequent phases, 
respectively.

•  In the absence of grid-connected 
electricity supply, mini-grids 
continued to drive rural India’s 
need for electricity supply and fared 
better. Mini-grid services improved 
in the later phases of lockdown but 
were still affected in areas under 
containment zones.

How did the lockdown impact 
the performance of mini-grids in 
villages?

As lockdown affected the grid-
connected electricity supply, mini-
grids provided reliable power. Even 
though mini-grid services remained 
disrupted in areas under containment, 
consumer satisfaction continued to be 
high. Despite the services, Mini-Grid 
Operators (MGO) suffered significant 
losses in revenue collection as many 
customers could not pay their electricity 
bills on time. The revenue collection 
in April was only 25% of the MGOs 
usual monthly average. We were fully 
aware that a lack of employment and 
a subsequent shortfall in income will 

definitely affect the customers’ ability 
to pay the electricity bills. As a result, 
all ESCOs deferred their bill collection 
during the lockdown period and 
communicated with the consumers 
through their registered mobile 
numbers.

Can you explain the rationale 
behind the introduction of the 
Customer Voucher Scheme for rural 
power consumers?

We launched the Customer Voucher 
Scheme (CVS) to offer financial 
assistance to the mini-grid customers 
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The scheme will have a significant 
positive impact on over 125,000 lives 
in 200 mini-grid villages. The mini-
grid customers will be able to redeem 
the vouchers against their monthly 
electricity bill issued by MGO for three 
months.

The vouchers are tied to the 
customers’ electricity bill payment 
obligation to mini-grid operators. 
When we conducted the surveys, we 
realized that mini-grid villages were 
under immense financial stress as 
cash balances have been depleted due 
to the lockdown. This led Mini-Grid 
Operators to find the most stressed 

customers either default on their 
payment or request for disconnection, 
or trade down on their service packs. 
The Customer Voucher scheme was 
initiated to work at two levels: reducing 
the burden on customers to pay off 
their electricity bills and help MGOs 
retain the mini-grid customers during 
the lockdown. The scheme also aimed 
to ensure continued on-time payment 
behavior once cash flow improves.

The mini-grid customers can redeem 
the vouchers against their monthly 
electricity bill issued by MGOs. We have 
provided all information regarding 
the CVS to customers in advance via 
tele-calling. The scheme is working in 
close connection with MGOs. MGOs 
upload monthly customer billing, 
mobile number data on the SPI server, 
and the SPI server send voucher 
details to customers through text SMS. 
Customers using even basic mobile 
phones get a unique voucher ID. The 
SPI further reconciles voucher details 
submitted electronically by MGO field 
agents and reimburse the amount to 
MGOs. The voucher amount varies for 
each customer segment based on their 
monthly electricity billing.
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Tell us about the role solar has 
played in rural electrification?

India achieved 100% rural 
electrification by and large through 
grid-connected electricity supply as 
the adoption rate was higher among 
rural households. Thus, the electric 
grid emerged as the primary source 
of electricity and lighting for many. 
But in areas where grid services could 
not reach, renewable sources of 
energy gained precedence. Non-grid 
sources such as solar home systems, 
rechargeable batteries, mini-grids, 
and diesel generators now form an 
important part of the rural electricity 
mix. Solar energy has helped to power 
the rural communities in the form of 
solar freezers that increase the shelf 
life of dairy products, to solar-powered 
computer labs in schools, to mini-grids 
that power entire communities. These 
innovations demonstrate the immense 
potential of solar energy in rural 
electrification. But as of February 2019, 
only sixteen percent of households and 
40% of enterprises were using non-grid 
sources. If employed at a larger scale, 
solar energy can further help provide 
electrification to the last mile. Solar has 
played a significant role in providing 
reliable, accessible, and affordable 
power to rural households.

What would you say about the 
power demand-supply gap seen in 
villages since the lockdown?

Thirty years ago, only 20% of all 
households and a mere 15% in rural 
areas were connected to the grid. In 
the past decade, India has witnessed a 
massive transformation in electrification 
and declared 100% electrification across 
the country in 2018.

I think we need to be considerate of 
the fact that any situation that disrupts 
the cash flow in villages, the demand for 
electricity is bound to deteriorate. Since 
100% of electrification is a very recent 
phenomenon in India’s villages, people 
tend to prioritize food and shelter over 
electricity when there is a cash crunch. 
Also, we have seen in the lockdown how, 
despite achieving almost 100% village 
electrification, rural customers still lack 
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quality and reliable electricity access.
On the other hand, the lack of reliable 

electricity during the lockdown not 
only posed a problem at the household 
level but also impacted the various 
micro-level rural enterprises and 
agricultural activities. Non-availability 
of electricity in business/productive 
hours significantly hindered economic 
activities.

At such a time when there is a huge 
gap between demand and supply, grid 
and mini-grid operators should work 
together to provide power to customers. 
Offering some schemes or reducing 
billing costs can further help narrow the 
demand and supply gap.

What recommendations would 
you make to the government to 
further improve access to electricity 
in rural areas?

The government should introduce the 
decentralized distributed generation. It 
will bring in innovation to remote rural 
areas and help in providing affordable 
and reliable electricity to all customers 
through off-grid and grid integration 
models.

The government should also 
start promoting smart grids and 
smart metering, which will bring in 
investments in technology & innovation 
that will contribute to providing 

affordable and reliable electricity 
to all customers. Smart grids and 
metering ecosystems will also introduce 
transparency through real-time 
monitoring of electricity supply, thus 
enhancing customer service.

Also, currently, different models are 
being followed for the appointment of 
distribution franchisees across states. 
This has led to mixed outcomes of the 
success and failures of the franchisees. 
Thus, building upon past learnings, a 
robust framework may be formulated, 
comprising a standard set of models 
and bidding documents for distribution 
franchisees. The performance 
monitoring parameters of distribution 
franchisees should also be clearly 
laid out in the guidelines to enhance 
electricity supply and customer service.

Tell us a little about Smart Power 
India’s activities to promote rural 
electrification?

Smart Power India, a subsidiary 
of The Rockefeller Foundation, was 
established in 2015. Ever since our 
inception, we have been extending 
power to those without sufficient access, 
with the goal of ending energy poverty 
and transforming the livelihoods of the 
underserved. We are working to build 
and nurture ecosystems that promote 
sustainable and scalable models for 

delivering electricity access. We aim to 
spur economic development in villages 
through access to reliable electricity.

Over the past four years, we 
have worked with a wide range of 
stakeholders to develop the ecosystem. 
We have done this through the 
distributed renewable energy mini-
grid approach on the one hand and 
working closely with the government 
in improving the quality and reliability 
parameters of on-grid electricity. We 
have worked closely with a wide range 
of stakeholders critical to developing 
the ecosystem needed to build, catalyze, 
create, and scale-up the distributed 
renewable energy mini-grid market. We 
have supported mini-grids by:
•  Providing electricity to 220 villages 

in India across the states of Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar, and Jharkhand, 
impacting over 93,000 people

•  Serving over 185 electricity-based 
micro-enterprises which have been 
directly incubated by SPI across these 
220 villages
We have also supported the mini-

grid sector’s policy engagement to 
align incentives between government, 
investors, and ESCOs. SPI is now 
working towards improving the quality 
of on-grid electricity supply and services 
in rural areas in collaboration with the 
state governments and DISCOMs. 

Rural Power Demand
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According to the DISCOM, with falling prices of  solar 
and wind along with the incentives, there is no healthy 
competition, and it adversely affects the DISCOMs
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

Andhra DISCOM: 
Expensive Renewables 
Threat to Survival
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Renewables

he Eastern Power 
Distribution Company of 
India Limited (APEPDCL) 
has refused to rescind its 

open access amendments in the face 
of objections raised by renewable 
developers.

The developers opposed to the 
withdrawal of several incentives given to 
renewable generation in the state. The 
developers who raised objections to the 
amendment included Amplus Andhra 
Power Private Limited, Andhra Pradesh 
Solar Power Developers Association, 
AP Textile Mills Association, Atria Wind 
Power Limited, Cyber Village Solutions 
Private Limited, and Visakhapatnam 
Port Trust.

Background
In March 2019, the Andhra Pradesh 

Electricity Regulatory Commission had 
issued the fourth amendment to its 
regulations on the interim balancing 
and settlement code for open access 
transactions. The new regulations were 
formed, keeping in mind the new wind 
and solar policies framed by the Andhra 
Pradesh state government. Andhra 
Pradesh passed a slew of new policies 
and regulations last year to promote the 

expansion of renewable energy projects 
in the state.

In the first week of 2019, Andhra 
Pradesh came up with a solar policy to 
promote the widespread use of solar 
power, targeting a minimum total solar 
power capacity addition of 5,000 MW in 
the next five years in the state.

Following this, the state government 
announced Wind Power Policy-2018 
intending to expand the base of wind 
projects in Andhra Pradesh.

Later, it also issued Wind-Solar 
Hybrid Power Policy-2018 to achieve 
18,000 MW of renewable energy 
capacity by the financial year 2021-22, 
which was 10% of the national target.

Then in November 2019, the state 
government issued a notification 
amending its policy for wind, solar, 
and wind-solar hybrid projects, 
taking away some vital incentives 
from the renewable generators. The 
amendments changed or canceled many 

provisions dealing with transmission 
charges, energy banking, and tariff 
determination.

DISCOM’s Clarification
In a letter to the developers, the state 

DISCOM argued that benefits like the 
exemption of transmission and wheeling 
charges, exemption of transmission and 
distribution losses, and the exemption 
of cross-subsidy charges, should be 
removed.

It was argued that if factors like 
backing down cost, grid support 
charges, transmission and wheeling 
charges, are taken into account, the cost 
of non-conventional power procurement 
is “abnormally high,” which would make 
it difficult for DISCOMs to survive while 
their financials are already in a rut.

Advocating the removal of incentives, 
it added that during the last six years, 
approximately 7.7 GW of renewable 
energy projects had been set up in the 

T

The DISCOM wants the removal 
of  incentives to renewable 
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state. The maximum power demand 
of the state varies from 6 GW to 11 GW 
during the year, and Andhra Pradesh 
has approximately 20 GW of installed 
power capacity, including all types 
of generators. The state DISCOM also 
said that the total installed capacity of 
non-conventional energy against the 
available total installed power capacity 
is around 38.5%.

The letter further said that the 
procurement cost of renewable energy 
is high, and with this kind of high cost of 
power procurement, DISCOMs could not 
survive in the state.

The DISCOM noted that the 
government of Andhra Pradesh had 
given many incentives to the developers 
for promoting the generation of power 
from renewable sources. But now it 
was not possible to continue with the 
benefits like exemption of transmission 
and wheeling charges, exemption of 
transmission and distribution losses, 
and the exemption of cross-subsidy 
charges, among others.

APEPDCL requested the developers 
to “understand the difficulties 
being faced by the AP DISCOMs and 

cooperate” with them.
Earlier in a letter to the Andhra 

Pradesh Electricity Regulatory 
Commission, the state DISCOM 
had noted that the capital cost of 
infrastructure for solar and wind 
projects is around ₹40-₹60 million 
(~$533,378-$800,066)/MW. It argued 
that the smooth integration of 8.5 GW 
of solar and wind power with the grid, 
having a system demand of nearly 10 
GW, is a difficult task. In the present 
situation, the promotion of renewable 
power is not required, said the DISCOM.

According to APEPDCL, with falling 
prices of solar and wind power coupled 
with the incentives granted to the 
renewable generators, there is no 
healthy competition, and it adversely 
affects the DISCOMs.

Asserting these arguments, it had 
requested the Commission to initiate the 

process of amendment of open access, 
withdrawing exemptions of transmission 
and wheeling charges, distribution 
losses given to solar projects, energy 
banking, and drawal, cross subsidy 
charge, and additional charge.

According to Mercom’s India Solar 
Project Tracker, Andhra Pradesh has 
installed solar PV capacity of ~3.6 GW 
and a project pipeline of 1.3 GW.

Notably, as of March 2020, power 
dues payable by Andhra Pradesh 
DISCOMs amounted to ₹66.73 billion 
(~$883.13 million). The Andhra Pradesh 
Southern Power Distribution Company 
Limited had power dues of ₹45.38 billion 
(~$600.57 million), while the Andhra 
Pradesh Eastern Power Distribution 
Company Limited had dues of ₹21.35 
billion (~$282.55 million). The state 
was one among several that were rated 
“Worst” in terms of ease of payments. 

Andhra Pradesh has installed 
solar PV capacity of  ~3.6 GW 

and a project pipeline of  1.3 GW
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The benefit of  net metering is usually restricted to 1 
MW. For bigger capacities, companies ought to go for 
open access that comes with its own sets of  challenges 
and inconsistencies
By : Rakesh Ranjan Parashar

How to Avoid the  
Net Metering Trap

Policy
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Net Metering

ndia’s rooftop solar capacity 
stood at 4.6 GW at the end of 
Q1 2020, against the target 
of 40 GW by 2022. Out of 

the total capacity, nearly 70% came 
from the commercial and industrial 
(C&I) segment. This segment is key to 
unlocking the rooftop target for 2022.

Given the high C&I tariffs, the 
savings on electricity bills has become 
the primary driver for C&I customers 
shifting from grid-based conventional 
power.

While states have introduced several 
policies targeting the rooftop sector, 
there has been a lack of on-ground 
support leading to sluggish growth. 
Many states have been mulling the 
removal of the net metering policy, 
causing widespread discontent among 
the stakeholders. The implementation of 
the net metering policy in various states 
has been problematic primarily because 
DISCOMs do not want to lose premium 
customers in the C&I segment that pay 
high tariffs and are a major source of 
their revenue. 

We spoke to several installers to 
assess the realities on the ground for 
net metering and rooftop solar since the 
outbreak of COVID-19.

Speaking on the need for net 
metering for the rooftop sector, Sameer 
Gupta, Chairman and Managing 
Director, Jakson Group, said, “Concerns 
for climate change and health will 
leave all stakeholders with no other 
alternative but to adopt renewables. 

Solar rooftop solutions with or without 
storage are a perfect answer – it 
brings down the energy cost; there 
are no transmission losses; it has 
low maintenance cost and long-term 
sustainability. We need to look at the 
larger picture. As a country, we would 
need another wave of policy reforms 
and state DISCOMs need to ease out 

the adoption of net metering, which 
can give a big push to this sector and 
facilitate wider adoption of rooftop 
solar.”

Several states have a limit (usually 
1 MW) on the size of a rooftop solar 
project that can avail net metering, 
which restricts the number of C&I 
consumers going for rooftop solar. 
This further implies that the growth 
of rooftop solar installations, which 
could have been driven by this segment 
to reach the 40 GW target, is willfully 
restricted by the DISCOMs. Although 
most commercial and industrial 

consumers can afford and require 
larger installations (greater than 1 MW 
capacity), the unavailability of net 
metering benefits adversely affects their 
return on investment.

For example, in an instance like the 
lockdown due to the COVID-19 situation, 
and with businesses shutting down, 
the unused electricity from the rooftop 
solar system with a net metering facility 
could be supplied to the grid (DISCOMs), 
and help the businesses earn revenue. 
However, without net metering during 
such a situation, there is no scope for 
revenue generation from such rooftop 
systems.

Commenting on the C&I customers 
opting for net metering, Jay Kumar 
Waghela, Head-Business Development 
(North & East), Fourth Partner Energy, 
said, “As far as 1 MW restriction is 
concerned for applicability of net 
metering facility, our understanding is 
that it is linked with two factors. One is 
the operational aspects of the facility, 
i.e., whether the facility works on all 
seven days of the week or observes 
weekly offs. If the percentage of offtake 
is lower than 95%, then customers 
prefer to opt for a net metering option. 
The other one is the available shadow-
free roof space, which means that if the 
maximum solar capacity at the facility 
that can be accommodated is up to 
1.5 – 1.6 MW, then customers prefer to 
opt for 1 MW and avail net metering. 
Based on the above two factors, the 
customers decide whether net metering 
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is beneficial or not, and therefore, the 
capacity of the project is determined 
accordingly. We do not believe net-
metering approvals will be the sole 
reason for a C&I customer to restrict 
capacity to below 1 MW.”

For projects above 1 MW, getting 
open access is another arduous task. 
The open access segment comes with 
its own share of complications and 
inconsistencies. Several installers have 
mentioned to us that C&I customers 
are moving towards rooftop projects 
of below 1 MW to avoid net metering 
hassles.

Stressing the need for a consistent 
policy across states, Jakson’s Gupta 
added, “Liberalise net metering policies 
and promote rooftop solar for C&I 
customers. There is a capital investment 
subsidy which varies from state to state – 
this can be made aggressive and uniform 
to promote more rooftop installations.  
We need to create more awareness 
among users on merit and benefit of 
having rooftop installations.”

While DISCOMs were already creating 
hurdles for rooftop solar installations, 
the ongoing coronavirus crisis has 
aggravated the matter. The lockdown 

imposed across the country has cut 
down the revenues of DISCOMs, which 
are now likely to be more averse in 
granting net metering approvals to the 
C&I segment.

“DISCOMs are definitely concerned 
about their financial health, and this 
trend of safeguarding revenue loss 
from subsidizing C&I consumers was 
visible even before the pandemic. Post 
COVID-19, we do anticipate delays 
and more hurdles being raised by the 
DISCOMs and state regulators. We 
are hoping this trend does not get 
accentuated further because it is a true 

deterrent to the center’s renewable 
energy goals. States like Maharashtra, 
Rajasthan, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu 
have completely or partially restricted 
net metering or introduced additional 
charges, thereby distorting the market,” 
noted Waghela.

The outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic and the subsequent lockdown 
has hugely impacted the C&I segment. 
While rooftop installers are concerned 
about the lull as most of the facilities 
are shut down, they are optimistic that 
things will turn for the better.

Commenting on the ensuing 
COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on the 
C&I segment, Fourth Partner Energy’s 
Waghela, said, “COVID-19 has impacted 
businesses across the globe – while 
many sectors have been adversely 
affected, others have been affected 
positively. Organized retail, like multi-
brand stores and malls, are facing a hit, 
while simultaneously, e-commerce has 
shown an uptick. During the lockdown, 
the production in most of the industries, 
except for pharma and essential 
services, came to a halt. Post lockdown, 
these operations across other industries 
are steadily increasing and reaching 50–

The open access 
mechanism 
varies from 

state to state 
and often serves 
the interest of  

DISCOMs
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70% of pre-lock down levels. One thing 
we must factor in is that the virus is 
here to stay, at least for the foreseeable 
future – the trend of state governments 
imposing localized lockdowns and stop-
start-stop directives is likely to be the 
norm.”

That said, the adoption rate of 
rooftop solar amongst C&I customers 
is likely to increase in the near future, 
as they are now keener to reduce their 
operational costs. For credit-worthy 
C&I customers, it’s a no-brainer since it 
involves no investment from their end 
and provides an opportunity to replace 
expensive grid electricity with cheaper 
and cleaner renewable energy.

“For businesses, the cost of 
production is going to be higher, as 
productivity will be lower. Industries 
will face additional costs due to 
enforcing social-distancing, periodic 
sanitization, increased medical 
insurance cover to employees. One 
sure way companies can offset these 
increased costs is by reducing their 
electricity bills – and the easiest solution 
is by opting for on-site or off-site 
solar solutions, which are cheaper 
than conventional grid tariffs. Not to 

mention, it’s a whole lot better for the 
environment,” Waghela added.

Speaking on the current market 
environment, Prakash Rai, head of on-
site business at Amp Energy India, said, 
“The customer queries for solar rooftop 
has been more or less the same in the 
last 3-4 months. But what is important 
to note is that solar is naturally insulated 
from the impact of lockdown across 
the country since it does not require 
any fuel to operate, proving that it can 
operate efficiently in any scenario. 
However, we believe that rooftop 

solar should not be restricted with an 
upper ceiling on capacity if we want to 
increase the uptake of solar rooftop in 
the country. Additionally, the expedition 
of project approvals and compliances 
would ensure that India reaches its 
renewable energy target in a timely 
manner.”

To help the country meet its rooftop 
solar capacity installation targets, the 
government would need to consider 
the removal of the capacity cap on 
system sizes to secure a net metering 
connection. It may be challenging 
to bring all the states on board, but 
the regulators can formulate policies 
that allow larger capacity sizes for 
rooftop solar in states with higher 
unmet renewable energy purchase 
obligations. Notably, in the cases of 
Southern Railway and Noida Metro Rail 
Corporation, exceptions were made 
when the state electricity regulators 
approved net metering for a 4 MW and 
10 MW project, respectively.

Given the unprecedented times, the 
government must support the rooftop 
solar sector so that the country’s solar 
dream does not come undone due to the 
pandemic. 

The C&I 
segment are 

premium 
customers for 
DISCOMs as 

they pay higher 
tariffs

Net Metering
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The freedom to buy and sell 
electric vehicles without pre-fitted 
batteries might give the Indian 
market that final push it needed to 
set on its own path
By : Nithin Thomas Prasad

Electric 
Vehicle Policy 
Developments

he Ministry of Road 
Transport and Highway 
(MORTH) announced that 
all the states and union 

territories (UTs) have now been allowed 
the registration and sale of electric 
vehicles (EVs) without pre-fitted 
batteries. The move is likely to provide 
the necessary boost for the wider 
adoption of EVs across the country.

According to the Ministry, consumers 
can register their vehicles without 
providing any details of the battery. The 
prototype of EVs and battery types has 
to be authorized from the test agencies 
according to the Central Motor Vehicle 
Rules, it added.

The Ministry said that it previously 
received several recommendations to 
delink the cost of batteries, which is 
around 30-40% of the total cost, from 
the total vehicle cost. This would make 
the upfront cost of electric two and 
three-wheelers cheaper compared to 
internal combustion engine vehicles. 
Original equipment manufacturers or 
energy service providers can provide the 
battery separately to consumers, noted 
the government’s press statement.

“The government is striving to create 
an ecosystem to accelerate the uptake of 
electric mobility in the country. This will 

not only protect the environment and 
reduce the oil imports but also provide 
opportunities to the sunrise industry,” 
said the government’s statement.

The EV industry sold 156,000 
electric vehicles in the financial year 
(FY) 2019-20. According to the Society 
of Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles, 
the sale of electric vehicles in India 
increased by 20% in 2019-20, mainly 
driven by rising sales of two-wheelers.

Meanwhile, the Delhi government has 
issued the Delhi Electric Vehicle Policy, 
2020, to boost the adoption of electric 
vehicles in the national capital following 
the unsatisfactory results of the central 
government’s efforts.

The policy is valid for three years. 
It aims to speed up the pace of EV 
adoption, primarily in the category 
of two-wheelers, public and shared 
transport vehicles, and goods carriers. 
It plans to boost the adoption of battery 

T

Electric Vehicles

Batteries 
account for 30-

40% of  the total 
vehicle cost
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electric vehicles, so they contribute to 
25% of all new vehicle registrations by 
2024.

The policy proposes financial 
incentives, tax, and fee waivers, 
charging and swapping infrastructure 
establishment, job creation, battery 
cycling ecosystem, and the creation of a 
non-lapsable ‘State EV Fund.’

Under the policy, electric two-
wheelers, e-rickshaws, and goods 
carriers (L5N and N1 vehicles) will 
receive purchase incentives of ₹30,000 
(~$401), while electric cars would 
receive incentives ranging between 
₹10,000 (~$134) and ₹150,000 (~$2,007). 
To be eligible for these incentives, EVs 
must fulfill the same performance and 
efficiency eligibility criteria as specified 
in the central government’s Faster 
Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric 
Vehicles in India Phase II (FAME India 
Phase II) policy.

The policy also seeks to encourage 
setting up private charging points 
(PCPs) at residential and non-residential 
premises. The state government said it 
would provide a grant of 100% for the 
purchase of charging equipment up to 
₹6,000 (~$80) per charging point for the 
first 30,000 charging points.

The Arvind Kejriwal-led government 
also plans to make public charging 
facilities accessible every three 
kilometers in Delhi through the 
policy. It also plans to focus on 
the reuse and recycling of EV 
batteries that have reached 
the end of their life to avoid 
any harmful effects on 
the environment. 
The policy 

encourages reuse and setting up of 
recycling business in collaboration with 
battery and EV manufacturers that focus 
on ‘urban mining’ of rare materials 
within the battery.

The policy will use the ‘feebate’ 
method to provide incentives under 
which inefficient, polluting vehicles 
are charged surcharges or fees, while 
efficient ones receive rebates.

An open permit will be applicable for 
e-autos wherein permits will be given 
on the first-come-first-serve basis. The 
state government will be looking at the 
substantial addition of 
buses to the public 
transport 
fleet in the 
period 
2019-

2022. The policy seeks pure electric 
buses to constitute at least 50% of all 
new stage carriage buses procured for 
the city fleet, starting with the induction 
of 1000 pure electric buses by 2020.

Commenting on the new policy, 
Pankaj Tiwari, Business Head of 
e-scooter manufacturer Nexzu Mobility 
India, said that the consumer-focussed 
incentivization would bring different 
categories of electric vehicles in the 
consideration set of buyers, who were 
shying away so far. The policy is also 
holistic in nature, steered by an ‘EV 
Cell,’ and presents a five-year roadmap 
that will see 500,00 EVs on roads 
of the national capital. Further, the 
state government envisages setting 
up a strong network of charging 
infrastructure comprising of 200 
charging stations that will act as a 
catalyst to the growth of the segment 
as it will effectively address the range 
anxiety concerns.

Last year, Delhi cut down the rates 
of charging stations for e-rickshaws and 

other electric vehicles. This has 
further incentivized the pace 

of EV adoption process, 
which in turn is likely 

to push consumers 
toward electric 

mobility. 

Policy

The Indian EV 
industry sold 

156,000 electric 
vehicles last 

year
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Minimizing operational costs is of  prime importance 
for companies in these unprecedented times. The 
ongoing crisis has also led to a renewed interest in 
solar technology to avail cheaper power
By : Ankita Rajeshwari

Pharma & FMCG 
Companies Lead the 
Rooftop Resurgence

Markets

hile some segments of the 
commercial and industrial 
sector witnessed a slump 
in business in the past few 

months on account of the imposed 
lockdown, others performed relatively 

better. Companies operating in segments 
like pharma and FMCG (fast-moving 
consumer goods) have seen a surge 
in demand with the lockdown. FMCG 
includes packaged food items and health 
and hygiene products, and consumers 

across the world have been stockpiling 
these items ever since the pandemic 
started, causing a demand-supply deficit 
in many cases.

After the lockdown, several segments 
like pharmaceuticals, FMCG, and textiles 

W
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Rooftop Solar

have had an increased demand for solar. 
MSMEs are now taking another look at 
solar mainly because it offers cheaper 
power, resilience, and flexibility.

Speaking to Mercom, Eric Hoegger, 
Global Renewable Energy Manager, at 
global food corporation Cargill, said, 
“From the agriculture and food industry 
perspective, we need to examine the 
implications along two dimensions: 
demand and supply. While rebuilding 
consumer confidence and shaping 
demand is a long-term task, we need 
to ensure a robust supply response is 
in place. From when the lockdown was 
announced until today, there have been 
a lot of relaxations in the food supply. 
Initially, we could not get trucks to 
move, could not load or unload due to 
labor issues. The Indian government has 
been quite receptive to understanding 
on-ground challenges and making 
necessary amendments to support the 
free flow of essential food items. In a 
country where agriculture supports 
most of our population, we need to pull 
the right levers to reduce the possible 
impact on the economy.”

While the lockdown triggered the 
slowdown, the mass exodus of the 
workforce, and lack of transport, 
further exacerbated the problem. Many 
businesses shut down as they could 
not keep up with the accruing rent, 
power bills, and other fixed associated 
expenditures. This is where businesses 
harnessing solar power could have an 
edge over the others.

Utilizing solar power to meet their 
energy needs can serve a twofold 
purpose of cost-saving and reducing 
the carbon footprint. While many big 
companies have already set targets for 
reducing their carbon emissions, others 
have yet to incorporate sustainability 
into their portfolios. And, now would 
be the opportune time for them to get 
serious about sustainability.

Companies like Cargill, for instance, 
have set a goal to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions from operations by 
10% by 2025, as measured against the 
2017 baseline. The food corporation is 
currently using 15 different renewable 
energy sources around the world to 
make their facilities sustainable besides 
purchasing renewable power.

“We continue to invest in renewable 
energy projects to change the way we 
power our operations, harnessing the 
economic and environmental benefits 
of renewable power. Solar power, and 
renewable energy in general, helps put 
is in a growth position in an increasingly 
competitive marketplace and allows us 
to invest in changes in our supply chains 
to more sustainably and efficiently 
serve our customers,” the Cargill 

spokesperson said.
Another FMCG giant, ITC Limited, 

has adopted renewable energy on a big 
scale. According to the company, over 
41% of ITC’s total energy requirements 
are met from renewable energy sources 
such as biomass, wind, and solar. It 
eventually wants the share of renewable 
energy to reach 50%.

“All factories incorporate appropriate 

green features, and premium luxury 
hotels and office complexes continue 
to be certified at the highest level by 
either the U.S. Green Building Council 
or Indian Green Building Council. 
Continual efforts are ongoing to 
progressively enhance our renewable 
energy footprint by reducing our 
specific energy consumption (energy per 
unit of product/service) through energy 
audits, benchmarking, and target setting 
while also making strategic investments 
in renewable energy assets,” a company 
spokesperson told Mercom.

While their sustainability portfolio 
goes a long way in decreasing their 
operational expenses, adopting 
renewable energy through rooftop solar 
systems, would also help the installers 
garner business in this lean period. 

After the lockdown, C&I 
segments like pharma, FMCG, 
and textiles have had a rise in 

demand for solar
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The rooftop solar segment has been 
sluggish, and the pandemic has further 
reduced the momentum. Cumulative 
rooftop solar installations in India 
reached 4.6 GW as of Q1 2020. In the 
first quarter of 2020, India installed 
194 MW of rooftop solar, a decline of 
36% compared to 304 MW in the fourth 
quarter of 2019. In a year over year 
comparison, the installations decreased 
by 26%, compared to 263 MW installed 
in Q1 2019, according to Mercom India 
Research’s Q1 2020 India Solar Market 
Update.

Talking to Mercom, Shri Prakash Rai, 
Head Distributed Generation Business, 
Amp Energy India, said, “More than 
70% of distributed generation in India 
has been contributed by C&I customers. 
We expect this trend to continue in the 
foreseeable future since C&I have the 
highest power needs as compared to 
other categories, and they also pay the 
highest tariffs. Also, renewable energy 
enables them to reduce their electricity 
costs and carbon mitigation. The 
pandemic situation hasn’t really affected 
the non-negotiated contracts yet, and we 
expect that the solar uptake by FMCG, 
pharma, or any other sector would not 
be affected due to this.”

Notably, there has been an increased 
interest in rooftop solar systems from 
such companies in recent months. 
“We have initiated talks with a few 
customers across different segments 
and are in advanced stages of discussion 
with some. Although the process has 

slowed down a bit with people working 
from home and not being able to move 
around physically for meetings and site 
visits, the interest and intent remain the 
same,” Rai added.

Given the times we are now in, 
rooftop solar systems should be the 
preferred choice of electricity supply 
for all commercial and industrial 
establishments. Besides being cheaper, 
consumers can also earn revenue by 
supplying the surplus power back 
to the grid through the net metering 
mechanism.

“Switching to solar is not just 
an environmental decision but an 
economical one as well. Companies are 
now looking to cut their costs by any 
means possible to remain afloat and ride 
this pandemic. Under the OPEX model 

that Amp Energy has, the customer has 
to pay only for the energy consumed, 
and this results in significant savings 
for them and hence is an amazing value 
proposition for them, especially during 
these times,” Rai explained.

Reiterating the importance of 
adopting solar power for such 
companies now, Andrew Hines, co-
founder, and chief commercial officer of 
CleanMax, said, “While the current crisis 

presents challenges for all industries, 
at times like this, cost-saving renewable 
energy solutions are as attractive as ever. 
Businesses are more focused than ever 
on achieving operating cost savings, and 
zero-CAPEX renewable energy solutions 
are an excellent way to achieve this.”

Hines also told Mercom that there 
had been a renewed interest from this 
segment in rooftop solar. “Rooftop solar 
remains an attractive option for these 
sectors, and we have seen a continued 
interest in rooftop and offsite solar 
solutions even during the lockdown 
period,” he added.

The market is exceedingly challenging 
for businesses, both big and small. 
Measures like the adoption of solar 
systems to power their facilities can 
easily put these companies in an 

advantageous position and increase 
their overall efficiency. Currently, the 
priority of businesses across the world 
is to minimize operational expenses 
and ensure that they can bounce back 
to their pre-COVID levels of output as 
soon as possible. While cutting back 
on several expenses could seem non-
negotiable, adopting solar is a sure way 
to gain a competitive edge for many of 
the C&I companies. 

Switching to solar is not just an 
environmental decision but an 

economic one as well

Markets
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The funding market has remained subdued this year 
on account of  the pandemic that has caught the 
global economy off-guard, and the solar industry was 
no exception.
By : Utsav Sinha

Funding for Battery Energy 
Storage Sector Dips

lobal VC funding (venture 
capital, private equity, and 
corporate venture capital) 
for battery storage, smart 

grid, and efficiency companies in the 
first half (1H) of 2020 were down by 

51% with $858 million raised compared 
to $1.8 billion during the same period 
in 2019, according to a newly released 
report from Mercom Capital Group.

The total corporate funding 
(including venture capital funding, 

public market, and debt financing) 
declined by 38% to $1.5 billion, 
compared to $2.4 billion in 1H 2019.

Battery Storage
VC funding for battery storage 

G
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companies in 1H 2020 was down by 61%, 
with $536 million in 14 deals compared 
to $1.4 billion raised in 17 deals in 1H 
2019. The amount was higher last year, 
primarily due to Northvolt’s $1 billion 
funding round in Q2 2019.

The top five notable VC funding deals 
in 1H 2020 were: QuantumScape raising 
$200 million, ProLogium Technology 
raising $100 million, Demand Power 
Group’s $71 million deal, Highview 
Power securing $46 million, and 

Nanotech Energy raising $28 million.
A total of 26 VC investors participated 

in battery storage funding in 1H 2020, 
according to the report.

Announced debt and public market 
financing activity in the first half of 2020 
($180 million in five deals) was 67% 
lower compared to the first half of 2019 
when $547 million was raised in five 
deals.

There were eight (all undisclosed) 
battery storage M&A transactions in 1H 

VC funding for 
battery storage 
companies in 
1H 2020 was 

down by 61%
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Battery Storage

2020, while there were only six (one 
disclosed) in the same period last year.

Smart Grid
VC funding into smart grid companies 

was 79% higher with $275 million 
compared to $154 million raised in 1H 
2019.

The top five VC funding deals in 
1H 2020 were: SmartRent raising $60 
million, SmartWires securing $43 
million, FreeWire Technologies’ $25 
million deal, Urbint raising $20 million, 
and Urjanet receiving $15 million. A total 
of 44 VC investors participated in smart 
grid funding in 1H 2020.

The announced debt and public 
market financing for smart grid 
companies came to $10 million through 
three deals in 1H 2020, while it was $1 
million raised in one deal in 1H 2019.

In 1H 2020, there were a total 
of six smart grid M&A transactions 
(all undisclosed), compared to 18 
transactions (one disclosed) in the same 
period in 2019.

Energy Efficiency
VC funding for energy efficiency 

companies in 1H 2020 was 77% lower, 
standing at $47 million compared to 
$207 million raised in 1H 2019.

The top five VC funding deals in 1H 
2020 were: Juganu raising $18 million, 
BrainBox AI securing $12 million, 
SmartAC.com receiving $10 million, 
Rebound Technologies’ $5 million 
deal, and HyperBorean’s $2 million 
funding deal. A total of 17 VC investors 
participated in energy efficiency funding 
in 1H 2020.

Announced debt and public market 
financing activity in the first half of 2020 
($500 million in one deal) was 793% 
higher compared to last year when $56 
million was secured into two deals.

In 1H 2020, there was one disclosed 
efficiency M&A transaction, compared 
to eight transactions (two disclosed) in 
1H 2019.

According to Mercom Capital’s 
previous report, battery storage, smart 
grid, and energy efficiency companies 
received $252 million in venture capital 
funding in Q1 2020, a 20% increase from 
the $210 million raised in Q1 2019.

Battery storage systems are 
emerging as a potential solution for 

integrating solar and wind renewables 
in power systems across the globe. 
The International Renewable Energy 
Agency (IRENA) recently published a 
report showing how electricity storage 
technologies can be used for several 
applications in the power sector, ranging 
from e-mobility and behind-the-meter 
(BTM) applications to utility-scale.  
According to the study, utility-scale 
batteries can enable a greater feed-in 
of renewables into the grid by firming 
renewable energy output.

Notably, India is working toward 
a National Energy Storage Mission to 
set targets and policy direction going 
forward.  As energy storage projects are 
almost negligible in India, efforts have 
been made to tender and auction solar 
and wind projects along with battery 
energy storage in the country. 

In 1H 2020, 
battery storage, 

smart grid, 
and energy 
efficiency 
companies 
raised $858 

million in VC 
funding

Company
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Industry News  
and Policy Briefs

News in Brief

The distribution companies 
(DISCOMs) owed renewable 
generators ₹101.11 billion (~$1.3 
billion) in overdue payments 
(excluding dues under dispute) 
spread across 544 invoices at the 
end of June 2020, according to data 
from the Ministry of Power’s payment 
ratification and analysis portal 
(PRAAPTI). As per the data released 
by PRAAPTI, the outstanding dues 
to the renewable generators stood 
at ₹8.4 billion ($111.9 million). The 
portal also showed that ₹123.3 million 
(~$1.6 million) was under dispute.

The Power Finance Corporation 
Limited (PFC) approved ₹306.07 billion 
(~$4.09 billion) as of July 31, 2020, as 
part of the liquidity package announced 
by the government for eligible DISCOMs. 
Now, PFC, along with REC Limited, 
has so far approved an amount of 
₹600 billion (~$8.02 billion) as part 
of the liquidity package to the eligible 
DISCOMs.

The Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy (MNRE) issued a notification 
saying that all under-development 
renewable projects as on the date of the 
lockdown would be given an extension 
of five months. The extension would 
apply from March 25, 2020, to August 
24, 2020. If invoked by renewable 
developers, this blanket extension 
will be given without a case to case 
examination, and no evidence will 
be required for the grant of such an 
extension.

Before this, the Ministry of Power 
decided to extend the scheduled 
commercial operation date of the 
interstate power transmission projects 
that were under construction on the 
date of the lockdown. The government 
decided to grant an extension of five 
months for these projects.

The Ministry of Road Transport 
and Highway announced that all the 
states and union territories have now 
been allowed the registration and sale 
of electric vehicles without pre-fitted 
batteries. The move is likely to provide 
the necessary boost for the wider 
adoption of EVs across the country.

Following the border tension between 
India and China, the security checks at 
the ports were at full swing. Imported 
equipment and parts are being checked 
for malware, trojans and other security 
threats as well as for adherence to 
Indian standards. The Ministry of 
Power issued a notice mandating 
all power supply system equipment, 
components, and parts imported into 
the country must pass through a check 
for harmful embedded software.

Tata Power announced its earnings for 
the quarter ended June 30, 2020 (Q1 
2021), and posted a net profit of ₹2.68 
billion (~$35.9 million), a 10.3% increase 
from ₹2.43 billion (~$32.6 million) in the 
same period last year.

The MNRE issued a notice stating that 
it is setting up a committee to review 
the issues with the ‘Approved Lists of 
Models and Manufacturers’ (ALMM) 
of solar photovoltaic (PV) modules.

Tata Power announced that its 
board of directors had given its in-
principle approval for setting up an 
infrastructure investment fund 
(InvIT) for the company’s renewable 
business.

NextEnergy Capital’s institutional solar 
fund called NextPower III announced 
its first acquisition in India – a 27.4 MW 
solar project located in Odisha.
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The Indian Energy Exchange 
announced that its new real-time 
electricity trading platform had enabled 
a trading volume of 515.46 million 
units (MUs) of power in June 2020, its 
first month of operation.

Total corporate funding – including 
venture capital funding, public market, 
and debt financing – dipped 25% to 
$4.5 billion in the first half of 2020 
from $6 billion in the same period last 
year. The findings were revealed in 
Mercom Capital Group’s recently 
released 1H and Q2 2020 Solar 
Funding and M&A Report.

Italian renewable energy company 
Enel Green Power announced that 
it has entered into a long-term, a 
joint investment partnership with 
Norwegian private equity fund Norfund 
to set up renewable energy projects in 
India.

India’s power supply deficit 
widened to 0.5% in the second 
quarter of 2020, up from 0.4% in the 
same period last year, according to 
the data from the Central Electricity 
Authority.

United Kingdom-based oil giant BP 
announced its plans to invest $70 million 
in India’s Green Growth Equity Fund 
(GGEF), which aims at promoting zero 
carbon and low carbon energy solutions 
in the country.

India installed 136 MW of wind power 
projects in the second quarter of the 
calendar year, data from the MNRE 
showed. This was a whopping 82% 
decline in installations compared to 
743 MW in the same period last year, 
and a 28% fall from 187 MW in the 
previous quarter.

ReNew Power announced its plans 
to invest between ₹15 billion (~$200 
million)-₹20 billion (~$266.7 million) to 
set up a 2 GW solar cell and module 
manufacturing facility in the country.

Hero MotoCorp, a leading 
manufacturer of motorcycles and 
scooters, announced that it invested 
₹840 million (~$11.25 million) in Ather 
Energy.

The central government amended the 
General Financial Rules 2017, which 
will allow it to impose restrictions on 
bidders from countries that share a 
land border with India.

The Central Energy Authority’s (CEA) 
latest Load Generation Balance Report 
(LGBR) showed that India is likely to 
have an energy surplus of 2.7% and a 
peak surplus of 9.1% for the year 2020-21.

Azure Power has announced the 
consolidated results for the first quarter 
of the financial year 2021. According 
to the financial statement released by 
the company, the company registered a 
revenue of ₹3.9 billion (~$52.2 million), 
an increase of 16% compared to the 
same period last year.
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Policy Updates 
Center

News in Brief

States

The MNRE released amendments to 
the guidelines for the implementation 
of Component C of the Pradhan Mantri 
Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan 
Mahabhiyaan (PM-KUSUM) program. 
Under Component C of the KUSUM 
program, the government aims to 
solarize one million grid-connected 
agriculture pumps of individual capacity 
up to 7.5 HP by 2022. The ministry made 
changes relating to the implementation 
arrangement and tendering process of 
the guidelines. Now, system integrators 
have also been allowed to take part in 
the bidding process.

The MNRE also issued guidelines 
for off-grid solar power projects 
under the renewable energy 
service company (RESCO) model. 
The ministry had issued the draft 
guidelines for the implementation 
of this order earlier in May. Under 
the third phase of the program, 
off-grid solar power projects of up 
to 25 kW can be installed in areas 
where grid power has not reached 
or is not reliable. The program has 
now been extended to March 31, 
2021.

The MNRE recently published 
benchmark costs for grid-connected 
rooftop solar projects for the financial 
year (FY) 2020-21. The benchmark costs 
will be applicable for all letters of award 
(LoAs) to be issued or for the vendors 
to be empaneled after July 31, 2020. 
The benchmark costs are inclusive of 
the total project costs, which include 
solar modules, inverters, the balance of 
systems, cost of civil works, installation, 
commissioning, transportation, and 
comprehensive maintenance for five 
years. The benchmark costs do not 
include net metering costs and battery 
back-up costs.

The Central Electricity Regulatory 
Commission issued levelized generic 
tariffs for renewables for the financial 
year 2020-21. The Commission had 
issued another order last month, which 
provided the terms and conditions for 
determining tariffs for renewable energy 
projects. The project-specific tariff 
will apply to solar PV projects, floating 
solar projects, solar thermal, wind, 
and biogas power projects. It will also 
apply to municipal solid waste projects, 
renewable hybrid, and renewable 
projects with storage.

The Delhi government has issued 
the Delhi Electric Vehicle 
Policy, 2020, to boost the 
adoption of electric vehicles in 
the national capital following 
the unsatisfactory results of the 
central government’s efforts. 
The policy is valid for three 
years. It aims to speed up the 
pace of EV adoption, primarily 
in the category of two-wheelers, 
public and shared transport 
vehicles, and goods carriers. It 
plans to boost the adoption of 
battery electric vehicles, so they 
contribute to 25% of all new 
vehicle registrations by 2024.

The Punjab State Electricity 
Regulatory Commission approved 
the carry forward of the shortfall in 
the compliance of renewable purchase 
obligation in FY 2019-20 to FY 2020-21. 
The carryforward was allowed due to 
the discrepancy caused by COVID-19. 

The government of Andhra Pradesh 
issued an order allowing the exemption 
of stamp duty and reduction in 
the registration fee for lands for the 
development of solar projects. The 
registration fee has been reduced to 
₹1 ($0.01) on every ₹1,000 ($13.37) of 
the value of the document on land 
deeds entered by AP Green Energy 
Corporation Limited with landowners.
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DIRECTORY
PRODUCT

Ginlong Solis
Ginlong Technologies is one of the most 
experienced and largest manufacturers 
of solar inverters. Presented under the 
Solis brand, the company’s portfolio uses 
innovative string inverter technology 
to deliver first-class reliability that has 
been validated under the most stringent 
international certifications. Armed with a 
global supply chain, Ginlong optimizes its 
Solis inverters for each regional market, 
servicing and supporting its customers. 
No.104, wing -A, 1st floor, Techno City 
Premises Co-Opp. Society Limited, Mahape 
road,Navi Mumbai- 400710
phone +91-224-974 4251
indiasales@ginlong.com, 
www.ginlong.com

Sungrow India
Sungrow is a supplier of PV inverters range 
(from 3 kW to 5 MW), battery energy storage 
systems catering to Utility, Commercial and 
Residential customer segments.
301, JMD Pacific Square, Sector-15 (Part II) 
Gurugram, Haryana-122001. (Factory address- 
Survey No.85/2, Kaniminike Village, Kengeri 
Hobli, Bengaluru South Taluk, Karnataka - 
560074)
info@in.sungrowpower.com,
www.sungrowpower.com

Growatt New Energy
Growatt is a global leader of PV inverters, 
storage, and smart energy solutions. 
Growatt ranked in top 10 global PV 
inverter suppliers according to IHS 
Markit. By far, Growatt has shipped  
17 GW of PV systems, and established an 
extensive network with 13 branch offices 
and warehouses worldwide.
Plot 28, Prashasan Nagar, Road No. 78,  
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, 500033
Phone 1800 120 600 600
info@ginverter.com, 
www.ginverter.com

Huawei
Huawei offers leading Smart PV 
solutions which harnessing more 
than 30 years of expertise in digital 
information technology. As the largest 
global inverter supplier, Huawei is 
committed to building efficient, smart 
O&M, safe, reliable and grid-supporting 
Smart PV plants, and helping customers 
maximize the return of investment over 
the plants’ lifetime.
11th Floor, Capital Cyberscape, 
Gurugram Manesar Urban Complex, 
Golf Course Extension Road, Sector-59, 
Gurugram -122011, Haryana
Phone +91-124-4774700
inverter@huawei.com, 
www.solar.huawei.com/in

GoodWe
GoodWe, leading solar power equipment 
manufacturer and Solar String Inverter 
technology expert, globally ranked no.1 in 
Energy Storage Inverters and Top 4 On-Grid 
String Inverter manufacturer with Product 
basket ranging 0.7kw to 250kW.
1202, G-Square Business Park, Sector 30A, 
Opp. Sanpada Railway Stn., Vashi, Navi 
Mumbai- 400703
phone +91-8802973396
sales@goodwe.com, 
www.goodwe.com

Delta Electronics India
Delta’s new flagship inverter model, 
the M100 cloud-connected three-phase 
string inverter solution for cost-efficient 
decentralized photovoltaic systems 
for both ground-mounted and large 
commercial applications. With a 
maximum AC apparent power of 110 
kVA, this high-performance inverter is 
particularly well-suited to large rooftop, 
small size megawatt-scale ground-
mounted solar plants.

A Block, Third Floor, Survey No. 56/18 & 
55, Ozone Manay Tech Park, Hosur Road, 
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560068
phone +91-9980178324
Sushma.B@deltaww.com,  
www.deltaelectronicsindia.com

JA Solar
JA Solar business ranges from silicon 
wafers, cells and modules to complete 
photovoltaic power systems, and its 
products are sold to over 120 countries 
and regions, On the strength of its 
continuous technological innovation, 
sound financial condition, well-
established global sales and customer 
service network, JA Solar has been 
highly recognized by authoritative 
associations in the industry as a 
leading global manufacturer of high-
performance PV products. 
Beijing, China, 
phone +86-10 6361 1888 -1539
bj.liangjh@jasolar.com, 
www.jasolar.com

Solar Inverter Supplier

Solar PV Module Supplier

Product Directory
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DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions
DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions represents 
a portfolio of product solutions with over 
40 years of service to the solar industry 
including DuPont™ Solamet® metallization 
pastes, DuPont™ Tedlar® films as well as 
DuPont™ Fortasun™ solar silicones.
Performance Specialty Products (INDIA) Pvt. 
Ltd., 8th Floor, Tower C, DLF Cyber Greens. 
Sector - 25 A DLF City, Phase III. Gurgaon - 
122002, Haryana
Phone +91-124-409-1818
swati.chaudhary@dupont.com,
www.photovoltaics.dupont.com

Goldi Solar
Goldi Solar is one of the leading and fastest 
growing solar PV module manufacturing 
companies established in 2011 also foraying 
into the vertical of EPC turnkey projects as 
one of its arms since 2016 which has grown 
by leaps and bounds with customers across 
India and recently diversified as an Individual 
Power Producer vertical in 2019.
1009, 10th Floor, Infinity Tower, Near Railway 
station, surat 395003, Gujarat 
Phone +91-2617199999, 2617199900
info@goldi.one,
www.goldi.one

Solar PV Module Manufacturer

Solar PV Backsheet

LONGi Solar
LONGi leads the solar PV industry to 
new heights with product innovations 
and optimized power-cost ratio 
with breakthrough monocrystalline 
technologies. LONGi supplies more than 
30GW of high-efficiency solar wafers 
and modules worldwide yearly, about 
a quarter of global market demand. 
LONGi is recognized as the world’s most 
valuable solar technology company with 
the highest market value.  
Room 801, Tower 3, Lujiazui Financial 
Plaza, Century Avenue 826, Pudong 
Shanghai, China 
phone +86-21-8016 2606
www.en.longi-solar.com

Risen Energy 
Risen Energy engaged in developing and 
manufacturing photovoltaic applications, 
products includes mono and poly crystalline 
modules, HJT PV module and  energy 
storage, supplying to Utility scale and 
distributed solar applications. 
2nd Floor, Novel Tech Park, # 46/4 GB Palya, 
Hosur Road, Kudlu Gate, Behind Trident 
Hyundai Showroom Bengaluru 560068. 
phone +91-80-4091 5484, 093100 78313 
umesh@risenenergy.com,
www.en.risenenergy.com

REC Solar
REC Group is an international pioneering 
solar energy company with  23 years 
of Scandinavian heritage, having its 
manufacturing facility in Singapore and 
globally known for its technological 
leadership in solar panel manufacturing.
REC (India) Private Limited - Office no. 
1056, Regus Business Centre, Unitech Cyber 
Park, Tower B, Floor 10, Sector 39, Haryana, 
Gurugram, India- 122001  
Phone +91-9953943411
Shikha.upadhayay@recgroup.com,
www.recgroup.com

ReneSola
ReneSola is rapidly growing global brand 
of Solar PV Modules. Having cumulative 
references of more than 20GW worldwide 
and more than 2.5GW in India, ReneSola 
serves a large number of customer base 
worldwide ranging from a small rooftop 
owner to very large solar farm developers.  
Phone +86-18106152828
manoj.tanwar@renesola.com
www.renesola.com

For inquiries, contact:
Contact Person: Akshay Malgi  

Phone: +91 96064 52984, Email: akshay@mercomindia.com
website: www.mercomindia.com

DON’T MISS 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET 

LISTED IN MERCOM INDIA’S 
INDUSTRY REGISTRY.

Join as a service provider or a vendor, and 
expand your reach!

Product Directory
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Major Tender 
and Auction 
Announcements 
in July

This is a list of  major 
tenders and auctions from 
July. A comprehensive list 
can be found on Mercom’s 
Tender and Auction Tracker 
and Alerts. Please contact 
info@mercomindia.com for 
more information

The Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) 
announced a tender for 1,070 MW of grid-connected solar 
projects in Rajasthan (Tranche-III). The projects are to be 
set up on a build-own-operate (BOO) basis.

NTPC Ltd floated a request for proposal (RfP) to acquire 
1 GW of operational solar projects across India. Promoters, 
lenders, authorized financial intermediaries of power 
generation companies, independent power producers, and 
developers can participate in this tender.

SJVN Limited invited bids for a 100 MW (AC) solar 
power project at Dholera Solar Park Phase IX Gujarat. 
Besides the design, engineering, supply, installation, 
testing, and commissioning of the project, the contract 
will also cover comprehensive operation and maintenance 
(O&M) activities for ten years.

SECI issued a request for selection (RfS) to set up 15 MW 
of grid-connected floating solar projects in the Bilaspur 
district of Himachal Pradesh.

Top Large-Scale Solar Tenders

Tenders & Auctions
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SECI extended the bid submission deadline for its 
tender to procure 5 GW of renewable power on a round-
the-clock (RTC) basis complemented with thermal power 
projects.

SECI extended the bid submission deadline of its 
tender for 2.5 GW of interstate-connected solar projects 
under Tranche X (ISTS-X) in the state of Karnataka. SECI 
originally floated the tender in April 2020. The projects 
are to be developed at the Ultra Mega Renewable Energy 
Power Park (UMREPP) in the Koppal district of Karnataka.

The Railway Energy Management Company Limited 
(REMCL), a joint venture company of the Ministry of 
Railways and RITES Limited, announced a tender for 
setting up 1 GW of solar projects along the railways’ tracks 
in various states. The tender has been floated under the 
domestic content requirement (DCR) category.

Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Limited (GUVNL) issued a 
retender for the remaining capacity (100 MW) from its 

earlier tender for purchasing power from grid-connected 
solar projects in the state’s Raghanesda Solar Park. 
GUVNL noted that land plots in the solar park will have a 
fixed capacity of 100 MW and that no partial installations 
will be allowed.

SECI also extended the bid submission deadline for its 
tender for 14 MW of solar projects with 42 MWh battery 
energy storage system (BESS) (7MW/21 MWh each). The 
projects are set to be developed at Leh and Kargil.

NHPC Limited invited fresh bids from engineering, 
procurement, and construction (EPC) contractors for a  
40 MW solar power project. The project will be developed 
at Landeihil village in Ganjam district of Odisha. This is a 
retender of the capacity that was floated in April last year.

Karnataka’s Shivamogga Smart City Limited reissued 
an RfP for the construction of 25 MW of canal-top solar 
projects. The tender was reissued with modifications to 
garner more interest from developers.

Rajasthan Electronics and Instruments Limited (REIL) 
floated a tender for the manufacture and supply of 6,500 
polycrystalline solar photovoltaic modules of 325 W with 
DCR solar cells.

The Haryana Renewable Energy Development Agency 
(HAREDA) invited bids for the supply of 30,000 solar 
inverter-chargers of 640 W and 3,000 solar inverter-
chargers of 320 W.

ITI Limited, a public sector undertaking under 
the Department of Telecommunication, Ministry of 
Communications, floated a tender for the supply of 
531,360 multi-crystalline solar cells. The cells are 

expected to have a wattage of 4.57 W.
Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) issued a tender 

for string monitoring boxes with wireless communication 
for NTPC’s 20 MW solar project in Gandhar, Gujarat.

BHEL also floated three operations and maintenance 
(O&M) tenders for 79 MW of solar power projects for 
Singareni Collieries Company Limited (SCCL). These SCCL 
projects are located across Telangana.

SJVN Limited, a joint venture of the center and the 
government of Himachal Pradesh, invited bids from EPC 
contractors for the development of a 100 MW solar power 
project at Dholera solar park (Phase IX) in Gujarat.

Tender Deadline 
Extensions and Retenders

Other Tenders

Tenders & Auctions
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HAREDA issued a tender to install 3 MW of grid-
connected rooftop solar projects with a net metering 
facility. The total capacity of 3 MW has been divided into 
two categories. The first category is for 1.4 MW comprising 
of grid-connected rooftop solar projects without a battery 
bank, and the second category for the remaining 1.6 MW 
would consist of grid-connected hybrid rooftop solar 
projects with a battery bank.

The Odisha Renewable Energy Development Agency 
(OREDA) invited bids for the installation of 1.47 MW 
of rooftop solar projects and 2,045 solar street lighting 
systems at 115 panchayat offices in the state. The locations 
are spread across 30 districts of Odisha.

Karnataka’s Tumakuru Smart City issued a request for 

proposal seeking solar power developers to install 1.2 MW 
of rooftop solar systems on government buildings in the 
city.

Tamil Nadu’s Vellore Smart City Limited also issued a 
tender for a 1.2 MW of ground-mounded solar power 
project.

The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) issued a 
request for proposal for implementing grid-connected 
rooftop solar projects at its buildings in different parts 
of Maharashtra under the RESCO model.

The Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) issued 
an RfP for implementing grid-connected rooftop solar 
projects at its buildings in different parts of Maharashtra 
under the RESCO model.

Top Rooftop Solar Tenders and Updates

Tata Power announced that its wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Tata Power Green Energy Limited, received a letter of 
award to develop a 225 MW hybrid renewable power 
project. The LoA was awarded from its Mumbai-based 

distribution company (DISCOM) – Tata Power Mumbai 
Distribution. The project will be used to supply power to 
the DISCOM under a power purchase agreement (PPA) for 
25 years. 

Major Auctions

Tenders & Auctions
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Higher Yields

Safe & Reliable

System Friendly

Smart O&M

14 MPPTs design, Support 
200% DC/AC ratio
High temperature continuous output 
power 220kW 50℃

Support "Y" type connection in DC side
Support PLC communication, 
reduce system cost

String-level monitoring 
Smart I/V curve scanning

Fuse-less design, Safe and maintenance-free
Integrated anti-PID Recovery function to 
improve system efficiency

How Solis Inverters Are Taking
The 1500V Utility Plant to a New Era of 
Higher Power With Lower LCOE

Solis-(208-255)K-EHV-5G
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